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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a systematic description of reported speech in vehicular Jula of
Burkina Faso as well as the degree to which several recent models of reported speech would
account for the two distinct variations of reported speech found in Jula. The descriptive
and theoretical aspects of this thesis speak into the fields of typology, discourse, and prag-
matics. Some of the interesting typological aspects of Jula reported speech are the use of
logophoric pronouns in one category of reported speech, the fact that a quotative particle
is present with both categories of reported speech, and the fact that pronominal cataphors
are associated with certain speech verbs. Quotation-initial margins are obligatory in Jula
and quotation-medial margins can be used for pragmatic purposes.
The models used to analyze the corpus data of this thesis are the typological patterns
associated with the direct-indirect dichotomy (Aikhenvald (2008) and Li (1986)) and the
models introduced in Aikhenvald (2008), Nikitina (2012c), and Evans (2013). The conclu-
sion is that none of these models is able to fully and elegantly categorize the Jula data. The
default versus marked framework, as presented in Levinsohn (in press) and based on the
work of Prague School linguists such as Jakobson (1972), is not a reported speech model
itself and so does not address all the typological issues involved in categorizing speech
types. However, it contributes to the analysis of the Jula data and to questions raised
by these models about the pragmatic distribution of speech types. If incorporated into
reported speech models, this framework could better equip them to categorize reported




The distinction between direct and indirect speech is so common in English and other
Indo-European languages that it is easy to think that those two options are linguistic uni-
versals. Certain scholars have been arguing since at least the 1970s, however, that the
picture may not be quite that simple (Perrin (1974) and Hedinger (1984), inter alia). Their
solution was to introduce the idea of combined speech to describe what did not fit into the
direct-indirect dichotomy. Since then, scholars have continued to struggle to find a model
that better explains cross-linguistic data. Among the models proposed are those of schol-
ars such as Aikhenvald (2008) who have explored a middle ground now often called semi-
direct speech. Other models include Evans (2013), who adds the concept of biperspectival
to those of direct and indirect in his canonical approach to reported speech, and Nikitina
(2012c), who introduces a model for categorization based on person alignment patterns.
These scholars, among many others, have each tried to explain the beautiful complexity
and diversity of reported speech in the world's languages. Other scholars have not tried
to create a new model for reported speech, but have still discussed pragmatic linguistic
frameworks that can be used to describe it; of particular note in this thesis is the default
versus marked framework mentioned in Levinsohn (in press) and based on the work of
Prague School linguists such as Roman Jakobson (1972).
One of the challenges in the creation of adequate models of reported speech has been
a lack of in-depth case studies from a variety of world languages, leading to a call for data
from more languages (Evans (2013), Schlenker (2003a), Nikitina (2012c), and Nikitina &
Vydrina 2020, inter alia). In response to this call, this thesis explores aspects of reported
speech in vehicular Jula of Burkina Faso with the hopes that this data and analysis will be
a stepping stone toward a more complete understanding of the complex world of reported
speech.
1
This thesis is significant because it gives new data and initial analysis that can be used
by other scholars in the current debate over the typology of reported speech. It also is an
important addition to the field of research on Mande languages, and Jula in particular,
since very little scholarly research has been published about vehicular Jula of Burkina
Faso other than in the domain of sociolinguistics.
Chapter 2 introduces the language and the speakers of the language, the applicable
literature, the corpus used in this study, and some grammatical and typological features of
Jula that are important in understanding the rest of the thesis. This is followed by a chap-
ter describing Jula reported speech (Chapter 3), including the different elements of Jula
quotation margins and when they can be omitted; pronouns (including logophoric pro-
nouns), verbs, deictics, and other aspects of the quotations themselves; and other aspects
of Jula discourse that function in ways similar to reported speech. The next chapter, 4, is
a discussion of how these aspects of Jula reported speech relate to different models on re-
ported speech, namely that of the direct-indirect dichotomy; Aikhenvald's (2008) model
that includes semi-direct speech; Nikitina's (2012c) model for categorization based on
person alignment patterns; and Evans' (2013) canonical model of reported speech which
includes biperspectival as well as direct and indirect canonical reported speech. Chapter
4 also includes a discussion of the default versus marked framework and its application to
speech reporting categories. In this chapter it can be seen that, while none of the reported
speech models satisfactorily describe the data, the default versus marked framework can
account for the differences in the two different ways that Jula reported speech can be




Jula [dyu], also spelled Dioula or Dyula, is a Western Mande language spoken in
northern Ivory Coast, western Burkina Faso, and southeasternMali. It is the mother tongue
of over two million Jula people throughout this three-country region and is also used as a
lingua franca by more than ten million people of diverse ethnicities throughout the region
(Vydrine, personal communication). Though Jula is considered a single language, there
are slightly distinct language varieties being spoken both (1) between the Jula people
and those of other ethnicities who use it as a lingua franca and (2) between the Jula
speakers living in the different countries (see Sanogo (2013) for a discussion of some
of the differences). A Jula speaker can distinguish, through listening to the speech of
another speaker, both where they are from and whether or not they belong to the Jula
ethnic group (Sanogo 2013). The varieties spoken by people not of the Jula ethnic group
can be called its lingua franca versions or, as I refer to them throughout this paper, the
vehicular forms of the Jula language. Though these forms of Jula are trade languages and
may not have been the mother tongue of many of their speakers a few generations ago,
vehicular Jula of Burkina Faso was already being used as a trade language in the city of
modern-day Bobo-Dioulasso, Burkina Faso, as early as the early twentieth century (Sanogo
2013). Today it is one of the main languages spoken in the city of Bobo-Dioulasso, is the
mother tongue of a few generations of children who have grown up there, and has become
a large part of the identity of those who call Bobo-Dioulasso home (Sanogo 2013). In fact,
though it was simplified as it became a trade language (Sanogo 2013), it is now well into
the process of "revernacularisation" (Sanogo 2011:8). Besides being the main language
spoken in Bobo-Dioulasso, it is also the mother tongue of some of those living in smaller
villages throughout western Burkina Faso.
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Throughout this thesis, whenever I use the term Jula without another descriptor, it
refers to vehicular Jula of Burkina Faso.
2.1 Literature
The Mande languages, of which Jula is a member, are themselves a subset of the
Niger-Congo language family. The first known scholarly literature about Mande languages
appeared very early in the 20th century and was written by a scholar named Delafosse
(Delafosse 1901). He wrote about Jula itself as early as 1929 (Delafosse 1929).
A small amount of literature has been written about the vehicular Jula of Ivory Coast
(Partmann (1975), Goerling (1988) and Koné (1987-88)), and Dérive (1976) compared
the vehicular Jula of Ivory Coast with three dialects of Jula spoken in the country by
the Jula people themselves. More recently Sanogo has made significant contributions to
the study of vehicular Jula of Burkina Faso, especially in the field of sociolinguistics (see
Sanogo (2011) and Sanogo (2013) among many others).
Jula's closest relative is Bambara [bam] of Mali. The most prolific writer on the Bam-
bara language is Valentin Vydrine (see, for example, Vydrine & Coulibaly (1994, 1995),
and Vydrine (1999, 2019)). Bambara has also been studied by others such as Bird (1968),
Masiuk (1994), Zribi-Hertz & Hanne (1995), and Blecke (2004). Vydrine (personal com-
munication) believes that vehicular Jula of Burkina Faso is closer to Bambara of Mali
than British English is to American English. While Sanogo (2013) agrees that Jula is very
closely related to its closest linguistic relatives, he argues that it is still differentiated from
them on phonological, morphological, syntactic, and lexical levels.
Other scholars have written about other Mande languages, such as Creissel's (1983,
2009) studies on Mandinka and Malinké (see also Creissels & Sambou (2013), inter alia)
and Zoungrana's (1987) dissertation on the very closely-related Bolon language's phonol-
ogy and grammar.
Though a body of literature exists about certain Mande languages such as Bambara
and Bolon, the literature on aspects of Mande discourse is quite limited. Specific stud-
ies include Goerling (1988), who describes how contrast is marked in the Jula of Ivory
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Coast; Masiuk (1994), who focuses mainly on discourse particles while also describing fo-
cus pronouns and extraposition; and Zribi-Hertz & Hanne (1995), who discuss pronouns,
determiners, and relative markers in Bambara of Mali. Nikitina (2011, 2012b, 2012a,
2012c, 2018, 2019, 2020a, and Nikitina & Vydrina 2020) has published some of the lat-
est scholarship on Mande discourse, focusing on reported speech in the Wan language as
well as cross-linguistically. Woodham (2003) is another scholar whose work focuses on
reported speech; she studies San, another Mande language.
This topic of reported speech has been discussed by scholars for years, with a signifi-
cant amount of the linguistic literature focusing on describing differences between direct
and indirect speech reporting. The strict direct-indirect dichotomy was shown to be inad-
equate for describing certain African languages such as Mambila and Akɔɔse by scholars
such as Perrin (1974) and Hedinger (1984) respectively. A good overview of the history
of this question until the 1980s is given in Coulmas (1986).1 Even today the question
of whether a direct-indirect or direct-semidirect-indirect continuum is a language univer-
sal is still under debate. Scholars such as Aikhenvald (2008) argue that this continuum
is a language universal while others try to explain the complexities of reported speech
from varying angles: Nikitina (2012c and 2020a) focuses on person alignment, Evans
(2013) adheres to the canonical method in linguistic typology, and Schlenker (2003a and
2003b) describes it through formal semantics. Other scholars, such as Güldemann (2008)
and Spronck (2017, inter alia), focus on the linguistic structures introducing the reported
speech (called quotation margins in this thesis).
One important aspect of Jula reported speech is the presence of a logophoric pronoun,
which is a pronoun within reported speech which is co-referent to the reported speaker
of that reported speech. The term logophoric pronouns (pronoms logophoriques) was first
coined by Hagège (1974). Since then these pronouns that are typically found in West
African languages have been studied and described by many scholars, including Clements
(1975), Culy (1994 & 1997), Comrie (2004) and Nikitina (2012b).
1 According to Coulmas (1986), both Tobler (1894) and Kalepky (1899), together with many others of
their time, were already trying to define a third category for reported speech in the late 19th century. Since
both of their works are in German, a language I do not speak, I have not been able to independently verify
Coulmas' claims about their work.
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This section is a very brief introduction to a few of the many pieces of relevant litera-
ture. Chapter 4 includes much more on the literature, mainly focusing on the traditional
direct-indirect dichotomy as described in Li (1986) and Aikhenvald (2008); the more re-
cent models of Aikhenvald (2008), Nikitina (2012c), and Evans (2013); and a default
versus marked framework mentioned in Levinsohn (in press) and based on the work of
linguists such as Jakobson (1972).
Though much has been written, much remains to be studied and described both about
Mande languages, and Jula in particular, and about reported speech. Through this thesis
I add to the knowledge and description in both of these fields.
2.2 Corpus
The analysis in this thesis is based on original data that I recorded orally and tran-
scribed. Some of these stories were recorded and sent through WhatsApp while I was in
the United States; I personally recorded the rest while on-site in Bobo-Dioulasso, Burkina
Faso, in 2013, 2014, or 2019.2
This study is based on a corpus of nine texts from five different Jula speakers of
four different ethnic backgrounds, all who live in Bobo-Dioulasso, Burkina Faso, and who
are competent and comfortable in vehicular Jula. All but one of these speakers grew up
speaking Jula as at least one of their mother tongues. The speaker who did not have
Jula as a mother tongue began speaking the language at age seven and now uses it more
often in daily life than her first language. The speakers range in age from their 20s to
late 40s or 50s. They are all women, since in Bobo-Dioulasso the women are often more
fluent and comfortable in Jula; this is also because of gender issues in working overseas
and the fact that I myself am a woman. The stories in the corpus include 3rd person
narratives, retellings of world stories, 1st person narratives, and folktales. It is worth
noting that all of the world stories, which are, in this case, Biblical stories, are retellings
and not translations. The speaker was asked to tell specific Bible stories and, because she
2 Thank you to the speakers who provided me with stories, both those whose stories I included in this
corpus and those whose stories I was not able to. The speakers whose stories are included in this thesis
are: DEMBELE Sali, KAMBOU Noelie, TRAORE Fatoumata, TRAORE Karidia, and ZINGUE Kamoutio. They
graciously gave me oral permission to use their stories, as per the UND IRB requirements.
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knew them well, was able to tell them from memory. They follow typical Jula discourse
patterns.
I transcribed these nine texts and then free translated and interlinearized them in the
SIL software Fieldworks Language Explorer (FLEx). My proficiency level in Jula allowed
me to do the transcription, free translation, and interlinearization myself, though I was
able to consult with mother tongue speakers when I ran into difficulties.
The entire corpus is available as appendices to this thesis.
2.3 Typological and grammatical attributes of Jula
2.3.1 Word order
Jula is an SV/OV (SOV) language with a fixed word order. Many of the tense, aspect,
and mood (TAM) markers are free morphemes that occur between the subject and the
object, though, so it could be better described as an S Aux O V language. This can be seen













‘They are calling you.’   Sanogo (2013:270)
It is also important to note that though many of the TAMmarkers are free morphemes,
some TAM is also indicated by means of a verbal suffix, as can be seen in (1). This is
especially common for intransitive verbs, as the past tense marker for intransitive verbs is
a verbal suffix as opposed to the free morpheme used with transitive verbs. In these cases,
even though other TAM markers or a negation marker can still occupy the Aux position,









As was mentioned above, Jula has a fixed word order. The constituents must occur
in their own positions and cannot be left implicit. The only exception to this outside of a
reported speech context is when a single subject is the subject of two or more consecutive
clauses in the same sentence; in this case the null anaphora is obligatory in the second
clause. The TAM of the second verb is also reduced to a single infinitive morpheme, ka
(or its contracted form, k'). This is because in these clauses the TAM, in addition to the
subject, is obligatorily identical to that of the preceding clause.3 Examples of this can be






















‘The old man took the door and closed it.’   Sorcerer:46
In (3), the subject of the second clause is absent because it is the same as that of the
first clause. Also, the past tense marker, ye, is replaced in the second clause with k', the
contracted form of the infinitive marker; this is because the TAM of the second clause is













‘The bird went out and fell down.’   Sorcerer:51
In (4) it is seen that the same is true with intransitive verbs; the subject is absent in
the second clause and the TAM of the second verb is reduced to the infinitive marker ka.
In Jula, though the direct object occurs before the verb, the indirect object and other
optional constituents occur after the verb. This means that the sentence structure is now
more accurately represented as S Aux O V X, where X can be the indirect object, the
location, a time word, and/or other optional constituents.4 An example of a locative
3 This infinitive marker ka is only absent in these constructions after the verbs taa or taga ‘go’ and na ‘come’.
4Wan (Nikitina 2020b), Guro (Kuznetsova 2021), and Kakabe (Vydrina 2021) are related Mande languages
that also have rigid S-Aux-O-V-X word orders.
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postpositional phrase occurring post-verbally is given in (5) and an example of both an






















‘Joseph ... put it in Benjamin's sack. (The complete sentence was 'Joseph took that
water glass and put it in Benjamin's sack.')’   Joseph:141
In (5), the phrase Benjamin ka bɔrɔ kɔnɔ ‘in Benjamin's sack’ explains the location




















‘He also will not touch her.’   Joseph:33
In (6) it is seen that the Jula verb maga ‘to touch’ takes an indirect object, a ra ‘her’.
This also occurs post-verbally, and is followed by the adverb fana ‘also’.
2.3.2 Verbs
As is explored in much more depth in 3.2 below, some speech verbs take their ad-









































‘My mother keeps telling us that ...’   Sorcerer:1
5 The brackets in the interlinear examples are around reported speech, reported cognition (see 3.8.1 below),
or reported purpose (see 3.8.2 below). This is to help the reader clearly see the boundary between the speech
report and the rest of the sentence.
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As is discussed in 3.2 below, addressees that function as direct objects are obligatory,
whereas addressees that function as indirect objects are optional.
There is never any person agreement, either with subjects or objects, on Jula verbs.
This can be seen in the examples above as well as those below.
There are two types of commands in Jula - imperatives and jussives. Imperatives, as
in (9), have no mention of the person to whom the command is given, though they can









‘“Take this snake ...”’   Moses:54
In (9), someone is told to pick up a snake. The verb is given in its uninflected form,
which is the form used for imperatives and many other TAMs. The fact that there is no
subject and pro-drop is not allowed in Jula shows that it is an imperative.
The second type of command in Jula is a jussive. Functionally, the jussive is more
mitigated than the imperative form of a command. A jussive, unlike an imperative, has
an explicit subject. Jussives also include the jussive mood marker, ka ‘juss’ between the
subject and the verb.6 And, unlike the imperative, jussives can be given to any of the three
persons. A 1st person example is given in (10), a 2nd person example is given in (11) and
a 3rd person example is given in (12).7
6 For both negative imperatives and negative jussives, the negative imperative/jussive marker kana




























































‘The angel said to him that he shouldn't break up with Mary because of this pregnancy.’   Noel:27
7 The examples of jussives in my data all come from reported speech. This is because the corpus consists
entirely of narratives. My knowledge of the language, however, leads to the conclusion that jussives can be
used with all three persons across the board and not simply in reported speech. The 1st person example in
(10) is taken from Sanogo (2013:273) because it is simpler than those in the corpus; there are, however, 1st


























‘(He said, "Good; now, since mine, Scorpion's, are completed,) Toad, you should
















‘They should come worship him.’   Moses:35
In all three of these examples the subject pronoun is followed by the jussive mood
marker, ka, which, in turn, is followed by the uninflected form of a verb.
2.3.3 Pronouns
Jula has six main pronouns, one for each of the three persons in both singular and
plural. There is no distinction between masculine and feminine pronouns. There is also
no case or noun class marking in Jula, whether on the nouns or pronouns. The six main
Jula pronouns are shown in (13), including the allomorphic variations for certain ones.
(13) Jula pronouns
Singular Plural
1 ne / n an
2 i / e aw
3 a o / u
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Jula also has focus pronouns, which are longer forms of the original pronouns.8 They
are created through the addition of the Jula focus particle le to the unmarked pronoun,
though sometimes in a slightly modified form. The focus pronouns are given in (14).
(14) Jula focus pronouns
Non-focus pronoun Focus pronoun
1st person singular n / ne ne9
2nd person singular i / e ele
3rd person singular a ale
1st person plural an anu
2nd person plural aw alu
3rd person plural o / u olu
The difference between unmarked pronouns and these focus pronouns can be seen
in the difference between (15) and (16), both taken from the same story. The unmarked


















‘It was she who raised him.’   Moses:13
When the form used for the 3rd person singular focus pronoun, ale, is used in reported
speech, it functions as a logophoric pronoun.10, 11 In many cases of reported speech in
Jula, this logophoric pronoun is coreferent with the speaker of the reported speech and
the unmarked form of the pronoun is used for participants not coreferent with the reported
8 The term focus is being used as defined in Callow (1974:52). It is a spotlight highlighting a thematic
event or certain participant at a given point in time. It has a limited domain and so needs to be renewed
periodically. Other scholars, such as Levinsohn (in press), may prefer calling this thematic prominence, though
nothing in my argument hinges on the terminology used.
9 Thank you to Silué Lacina for pointing out that this can be the focus form of the pronoun.
10 A logophoric pronoun is a special pronoun used in reported speech to differentiate the speaker of the
reported speech from other participants.
11 This is similar to the way that emphatic pronouns in Gbaya (Roncador 1992:171) and thematic pronouns
in San (Woodham 2003) can function as logophoric pronouns in reported speech. It appears as if Bekwarra
emphatic pronouns also function as logophoric pronouns, though Stanford's (1967) grammatical description
was written before the creation of the term and the understanding of its exact function.
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speaker: either the addressee of the reported speech or another participant in the narrative
(see 3.4 for the other person alignment strategy available in Jula). This can be seen in the
extract of a dialogue between Godi and Mosesj given in (17). Here, Godi is telling Mosesj
that hej can do as hei commanded, but Moses objects, saying that hej cannot. As can be
seen, when Moses is the reported speaker in (17b), he is referred to in the reported speech
with the logophoric pronoun. But when God is the reported speaker in (17a), Moses is
























‘Mosesj says that hej can’t.’   Moses:42
These logophoric pronouns and their use in reported speech are discussed in much
greater detail in 3.4.1 and 3.4.3 below.
12 The reason why there are two quotative markers in (17a) is discussed in 3.2.3.
13 Though the logophoric pronoun is not a 3rd person pronoun, throughout this thesis I have translated it
with an English 3rd person pronoun in the free translations unless noted elsewhere.
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CHAPTER 3
Description of Jula reported speech
This chapter focuses on aspects of Jula reported speech that are important to scholars
in the discipline and which can be used to classify reported speech, both into the more tra-
ditional direct-indirect categories and into some of the more recent categories of reported
speech, such as the categories proposed in Aikhenvald's (2008) direct-semidirect-indirect
continuum, Nikitina's (2012c) model for categorization based on person alignment pat-
terns, and Evans' (2013) three canonical reported speech categories in his canonical ap-
proach. After the lengthy descriptive material in this chapter, Chapter 4 discusses some
of the implications of this data on different models of reported speech.
Because reported speech theory will be addressed in Chapter 4, a purposeful decision
has been made to present the language data in this chapter in a manner as free from
the confines of theory as possible in order to make it as applicable cross-theoretically as
possible. For those who desire a glimpse into how this descriptive material relates to
theory before arriving in Chapter 4, I include here a brief overview of some aspects of
reported speech that commonly distinguish direct speech from indirect speech.
According to Aikhenvald (2008) and Li (1986), there are several aspects of the quo-
tation margin that can make this distinction. These include the following:
A. In some languages with both direct and indirect speech, the direct speech may be
able to have a quotation-medial margin, whereas the indirect speech cannot (Aikhenvald
2008:414-415).
B. Indirect speech can have a quotative particle or complementizer of some sort,
whereas this is more rare in direct speech (Aikhenvald 2008:413, Li 1986:34-36).
C. A quotation margin is often more necessary for indirect speech than for direct
speech. Also, there is often a larger variety of speech verbs that can be used for indirect
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speech than direct speech, such that in "many cases if a verb can occur with a direct speech
report it can occur with an indirect one" (Aikhenvald 2008:413).
Also according to Aikhenvald (2008) and Li (1986), there are several aspects of the
quotation itself that can distinguish direct from indirect speech. These include the follow-
ing:
D. Often direct speech uses first and second person pronouns to refer to the reported
speaker and reported addressee respectively, whereas indirect speech uses third person
pronouns (Li 1986:30-31, see also Aikhenvald 2008:411).
E. The verb forms sometimes, but not always, change between direct and indirect
speech. For example, the TAM on verbs in direct speech is often the same as it would have
been when originally spoken, whereas in indirect speech the TAM is often back-shifted or
a special verb form is used (Aikhenvald 2008:412-413).
F. Commands and questions can often only be expressed in direct speech (Li 1986:37,
Aikhenvald 2008:412-413).
G. In direct speech, spatial and temporal deictics are based on the reported speaker's
perspective; in indirect speech, they are often based on the current speaker's perspective
(Aikhenvald 2008:411-412, Li 1986:34).
H. In most languages, only direct speech can include vocatives and exclamations
(Aikhenvald 2008:414).
I. Often, reported indirect speech consists of a single full clause; direct speech can be
both shorter and longer than this (Aikhenvald 2008:415).
These aspects of Jula reported speech are some that will be discussed throughout the
rest of this chapter.
In this thesis, the terms current speaker and current addressee are used to refer to the
actual person telling the story and her actual addressee, respectively. These terms are
the same as those used by Aikhenvald (2008)1 and Nikitina (2012c), though Güldemann
(2008) uses the terms reporter and audience, respectively, and Evans (2013) prefers the
terms primary speaker and primary addressee.
1 Though Aikhenvald (2008) uses the term current speaker, she never actually mentions the current ad-
dressee in her article.
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In this thesis the terms reported speaker and reported addressee are used to refer to
the participant in the story who is being quoted and the person or people that they are
talking to. Though these terms are the same as those used by Nikitina (2012c) and Evans
(2013), Güldemann (2008) uses the terms speaker and addressee respectively. The reported
speaker of this thesis is also the same as Aikhenvald's (2008) original speaker and Li's (1986)
reporter-speaker.
The terms used in this thesis are labeled in Figure 1 to give a visual representation.
Figure 1. Reported speech - a visual representation
In this figure, the boy with the balloon is telling a story to the running man. In the
story, the man with the bow tie told the lady something. Thus, the boy with the balloon is
the current speaker and the running man is the current addressee; the man with the bow
tie is the reported speaker and the lady is the reported addressee.
3.1 Location of Jula quotation margins
Quotation margins are the clauses that introduce quotations. This is a term taken
from Dooley & Levinsohn (2001:16). These quotation margins are alternatively what
Güldemann (2008, 2019) refers to as quotative indexes, Perrin (1974) refers to as reporting
clauses, Aikhenvald (2008) calls framing clauses (389) or examples of a reporting ('matrix')
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clause (407), Longacre (1996:89) calls quotation formulas, Longacre & Hwang (2012:9)
call quote formulas, Dooley & Levinsohn (2001:97) and Levinsohn (in press) call speech
orienters, Spronck & Nikitina (2019) refer to as matrix clauses, and Woodham (2003:96)
calls formules d'orientation (in French). Examples of quotation margins in English would
be he said and she told him the other day that. Quotation margins are a specific type of
matrix clause since they only introduce quotations and other things that function similarly
(see 3.8 for an introduction to reported cognition and reported purpose, which function
similarly).
In this thesis the actual reported speech itself, which the quotation margin introduces,
is called the quotation, the reported speech content, or the speech report. The former comes
from conventional English grammar; the two latter are based on Aikhenvald's (2008:384)
speech report content. These three terms are used interchangeably in this thesis.
Cross-linguistically, quotation margins can occur before the reported speech content,
after the reported speech content, or quotation-medially. Some languages, including the
related languages San (Woodham 2003:100) and Guro (Kuznetsova 2021), can also leave
the quotation margin implicit (see Spronck (2017) for a discussion of defenestration).
In the Jula corpus used for this thesis, however, there is an explicit quotation margin
introducing every instance of reported speech. Not only that, but for every instance of
reported speech in the corpus there is a quotation-initial margin.2, 3 An example of such

























‘His wife called Joseph, saying that he should sleep with her.’   Joseph:31
In (18), the quotation margin informs the current addressee that a woman is calling
out to a man named Joseph and that what follows, the quotation itself, is the content of
what was communicated by the woman to Joseph.
2 Güldemann calls this quotation-initial margin a preposed cataphoric quotative index (2008:517).
3 Based on my knowledge of the language, I believe this to be true across the whole language and not only
in the corpus.
4 As is mentioned above in 2.2, all of the Biblical stories used as examples in this paper were received as
retellings, not translations. The speaker was asked to tell the stories, and since she knew them well, she was
able to tell them from memory. They follow normal discourse patterns in Jula.
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The form and content of these quotation-initial margins are discussed in great detail
in 3.2 below. Before that, 3.1.1 first addresses the fact that in certain cases there is a
quotation-medial margin in addition to the quotation-initial margin.
3.1.1 Quotation-medial margin
In a few instances in Jula reported speech, an additional quotation margin, consisting
of a single quotative particle ko, occurs quotation-medially.5 This can be seen in (19),
where the quotation-medial ko is a second quotation margin which introduces the second









































‘A certain angel went and said to these shepherds ko a certain baby was born in their
place, in a barn, ko he is the savior.’   Noel:48
These quotation-medial kos are pause-filling spacers, "phonologically attenuated el-
ements [which] indicate discontinuity in the information structure" (Dooley 1990:477-
478). This discontinuity is clearly seen in (19). Here, the angel told the shepherds that
a baby was born in a barn and that this baby was the savior. The important part of his
message was not that a baby was born, since there are regularly babies born, nor that
the baby was born in a barn; the important part of the message was that the baby was
the savior. The quotation-medial ko thus separates the less-important information about
a baby being born in a barn from the more-important information, that this baby is the
savior.
These quotation-medials kos can fulfill the following pragmatic functions, which can
overlap:
5 Güldemann calls this quotation-medial margin an intraposed quotative index (2008:517).
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1. Separate information of unequal importance, including that which is backgrounded
from that which is more highlighted or that which is generic from that which is more
specific (see Levinsohn (in press:75-76)). This can be seen in (20).
2. Separate one point from a distinct point, including slowing down the narrative as a
tool to build up to a key assertion later in the speech report (see Levinsohn (in press:116)).
This is similar to the way that spacers are used in the related language San; in that lan-
guage they occur each time the reported speech contains a new idea, or at least when the
narrator wants to present the contents of the reported speech as more than one distinct
idea (Woodham 2003:101-102). A Jula example of this type of quotation-medial ko spacer

























































‘So this man remembered now and he said, "Ahh..." that a certain man is in prison,
his name is Joseph; that he tells people the meaning of dreams.’   Joseph:81
Example (20) shows the quotation-medial margin separating information of unequal
importance. It begins with the exclamation ah, which is separated from the rest of the
quotation by a quotation-medial ko. This ah, being a short, pre-nuclear phrase, is naturally
backgrounded with respect to the main clause of the sentence, so it can be separated from
the rest of the quotation by the quotation-medial ko. The second part of the quotation,
‘a certain man is in prison, his name is Joseph’, is also backgrounded with respect to the
final part of the quotation, ‘he tells people the meaning of dreams’. It is this final part that

























































‘(Godi said) that however, he’si going to add hisj older brother on top (God’s
going to add Moses’ older brother to Moses), that they would go accomplish
this mission.’   Moses:44
Example (21) shows the quotation-medial margin separating two distinct points. Here,
God is talking to a man namedMoses. In the first part of the quotation, (21a), God reminds
Moses of what he had already told him before - that Moses is perfectly capable of doing
what God asked him to do. But in the second part, (21b), God introduces a separate point
that had never been mentioned in the narrative before, namely that God will send Moses'
older brother to help him do what God had asked him to do. Thus, the quotation-medial
ko separates the two distinct points.
Though this discussion has focused on the pragmatic use of the quotation-medial ko,
more research is needed to fully understand its distribution. It is interesting to note that
45% of speech reports that contain this quotation-medial ko also contain either a question
or some type of command, as in (21). Another 32% do not contain either of these, but
include a pre-nuclear phrase or subordinate clause, as in (20).6
3.2 Elements of Jula quotation margins
Jula quotation margins can include explicit mention of the subject (reported speaker),
verb of speech, direct or indirect object (addressee), quotative particle, and other optional
constituents. Since Jula has a very rigid word order, these elements of the quotation
margin always occur in the same order. In certain cases, however, each of these can be
optional; this leads to a large variety in detail of quotation margins, as can be seen in the
6 Kakabe, a Mande language spoken in Guinea, can also have quotation-medial margins. While these
normally consist of a single ko as in Jula, they may also include a repetition of the subject. Kakabe quotation-
medial margins can follow terms of address and interjections Vydrina (2021).
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difference between the full quotation margin in (22) and the reduced one in (23). Where


























































‘So this man remembered now and he said, "Ahh..." that a certain man is in prison,



















‘(He(1) said) that I(2) came and give him(1) a gift, (so he(1) says) thank me(2).’  Phone:21
Example (22) shows that the quotation margin can have several elements to it; in this
example the elements present are a connecting particle (w'olo, ‘that's why’), the subject
(reported speaker reference - cɛ dɔ nin, ‘this man’), the verb (hakilijigira, ‘remembered’), a
time word (sisan, ‘now’), and the quotative particle ko. The reduced quotation margin of
(23), by contrast, consists of a single morpheme, the quotative particle ko.
Two things need to be addressed before each of the elements that can be present in
the quotation margin are introduced: that of speech verb categories and that of drama
mode. These are addressed in turn.
First, there are three different categories of speech verbs; the argument structure of
the speech verb chosen in a particular quotation margin impacts the rest of the quotation
margin. The three categories of speech verbs are the following, which are addressed in
turn.
1. Verbs that take the addressee as a direct object, such as ɲininga ‘ask’.
2. Verbs that take the addressee as an indirect object and have no direct object, such
as lakali ‘tell’.
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3. Verbs that take the addressee as an indirect object and, for a direct object, often
take a pronominal cataphor that refers to the content of the reported speech itself. An
example would be the common verb fɔ ‘say’.
The first category of speech verbs is those that take the addressee as a direct object,








































‘Oh yes, she ran and went to another old woman's house, and went and asked her
fellow old lady, ...’   Sorcerer:67
In (24), the reported speaker runs to her fellow old lady's house and asks her a ques-
tion. The addressee, a musokɔrɔbaɲɔgɔn ‘her fellow old lady’, is given as the direct object of
the speech verb ɲininga ‘ask’ (remember that the word order is SV/OV). (There is no sub-
ject in this clause because the subject is the same as that of the beginning of the sentence,
a ‘3sg - she’. This is discussed in more detail in 2.3.1 above.)
The second category of speech verbs is those that take the addressee as an indirect
object and have no direct object, such as lakali ‘tell’ in the following example (remember


























‘My mother keeps telling us that ...’   Sorcerer:1
In (25), the addressees are given as the indirect object in the postpositional phrase
anu ye ‘to us’.
The third category of speech verbs is those that take the addressee as an indirect
object and, for a direct object, often take a pronominal cataphor that refers to the content
of the reported speech. This also happens in Wan, a related Mande language, where the
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speech verb pé takes as a direct object a pronominal cataphor referring to the reported
























‘The old woman said the following to them: that ...’   Sorcerer:38
In (26), the speech verb fɔ ‘say’ is present in the quotation margin along with the
addressee as an indirect object in the postpositional phrase o ɲɛ na ‘to them’. There is
also a direct object pronoun: a ‘3sg’. This direct object pronoun is a pronominal cataphor
referring to the content of the reported speech itself. These pronominal cataphors are
used in Jula with certain verbs of both reported speech and reported cognition (see 3.8.1
below for more on reported cognition). In fast speech these pronominal cataphors are
sometimes reduced, though I believe that in slow, deliberate speech they would always
be pronounced.7
7 A fuller description of these pronominal cataphors is outside the scope of this thesis. It is still worth
mentioning that there is at least one example in the corpus in which the direct object of the speech verb fɔ
‘say’ is not a pronominal cataphor, but is instead a summary of what the reported speech was about. This



















































‘He told him the meaning of his (dream), saying, "Before three days have passed, the king will send
someone to come, take you out, and kill you."’   Joseph:70
The context of (i) is that someone had just explained a dream he had to Joseph, who had explained the
meaning of the dream to him. After this, a second person explained his dream to Joseph. In this sentence
Joseph responds to this second person with the meaning of his dream. Instead of the direct object of the verb
fɔ ‘say’ being the pronominal cataphor a ‘3sg’ as usual, it is ale ta kɔrɔ ‘the meaning of his [dream]’. This is, in
fact, the content of the quotation, which Chafe (1994) calls referred-to speech, since the meaning of the dream
is that ‘Before three days have passed, the king will send someone to come, take you out, and kill you’.
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In summary, these three categories of speech verbs give the following three patterns
for the elements of the quotation margin, where Ad refers to the addressee, PC refers to
the pronominal cataphor, and Quot refers to the quotative particle ko.8
Table 1. Three categories of argument structure for Jula speech verbs
Category Elements
1. Addressee = direct object (e.g. ɲininga ask) S Aux DO=Ad
V Quot
2. Addressee = indirect object; no direct object (e.g. lakali tell) S Aux V IO=Ad
Quot
3. Addressee = indirect object; pronominal cataphor that refers to
the content of the reported speech itself = direct object (e.g. fɔ say)
S Aux DO=PC
V IO=Ad Quot
The second important topic to be introduced before the upcoming in-depth discussions
of the different elements of the quotation margin is that of drama mode.
Within narratives, in closed conversations, a manner of reporting the speech which
I call drama mode can be activated. This terminology is based on Longacre (1996:43),
though the term is not used in quite the same way as in that book. In my definition of
Jula drama mode, in a fast-paced, tight-knit conversation, the quotation margins can be
greatly reduced and consist of either a subject and a quotative particle or just the bare
quotative particle ko. A tight-knit conversation, first coined by Levinsohn (1987:36), is
defined as "a closed [reported conversation] in which each successive speaker takes up
the same topic of the previous speech and develops the conversation from the point at
which the last speaker left off" (Levinsohn in press:114).
Often, when drama mode is activated, there is a series of backgrounded, intermediate
steps that lead up to the next significant reported speech. This can be seen in (27), which
comes from the Joseph text, lines 165-171. Here, the quotation margins are greatly re-
duced in each line except (27a), the initial line. Also, the whole dialogue is backgrounded
except for the important last line in (27e). This example is translated into English here,
though the quotative particle ko is retained.9 As in the interlinear examples, the reported
8 The additional optional constituents that can be allowed in quotation margins are not included in this
table. They are addressed in 3.2.4 below.
9 See Appendix E for the full interlinear text with a more literal translation.
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speech is in brackets. Each new line represents a new speaker. Though logophoric and
3rd person pronouns are used in the original Jula, here it is translated freely in the style
of English direct speech to make it easier to follow.
(27) a. Joseph was able to say to them now, ko [How is my father?]
b. They ko [He's fine.]
c. Ko [Is he healthy?]
d. Ko [He is healthy.]
e. Ko [You should go get our father and bring him here. You'll live in Egypt until the
famine is over. Yes. The famine will continue for another five years.]
In (27), Joseph and his brothers are talking. This closed, fast-paced conversation acti-
vates drama mode, where sometimes the reported speech of the new speaker is introduced
simply by a ko, sometimes by a subject and a ko, and sometimes by a more complete quo-
tation margin (though the latter is not present in this example after the initial line). The
end of the dialogue in drama mode is the most important part of the dialogue. Jula drama
mode is discussed in greater detail in the next few sections, but this brief introduction is
necessary to understand the upcoming discussions.
Now that both the three categories of speech verbs and the concept of drama mode
have been introduced, the following subsections discuss the different elements of the quo-
tation margin in more depth: the reported speaker (3.2.1), the addressee (3.2.2), the
speech verb and quotative particle (3.2.3), and other optional constituents of a quotation
margin (3.2.4).
3.2.1 Reported speaker reference in the quotation margin
The reported speaker is explicitly stated in the quotation margin except in the fol-
lowing two cases: (1) if it is explicitly stated in the previous clause of the same sentence
and is the subject of both of these clauses or (2) if drama mode is activated. These two
instances are addressed in order.
As is discussed above in 2.3.1, even outside of reported speech the subject of a sen-
tence is almost always obligatorily present. Outside of quotation margins, the only time
when a subject can be omitted is when a single subject is the subject of two or more con-
secutive clauses in the same sentence. In this case, the subject is obligatorily omitted in
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the second clause, often with the infinitive marker ka connecting the clauses.10 This is
true in quotation margins as well, and means that if the quotation margin is the second
clause with the same subject in a sentence, the subject is obligatorily omitted in the clause












































‘The other older brothers, they now had a worthless idea and (they) said to each
other ...’   Joseph:8
In (28), since the older brothers were already explicitly mentioned in the first clause
of the sentence, they are not referred to explicitly in the clause that contains the speech
verb (k'a fɔ ɲɔgɔn ɲɛ na, ‘and said to each other’).11 It is clear to the audience that they
are still the subject of the speech verb in the quotation margin, however, because of the
construction using the infinitive marker ka.
The other instance in which a reported speaker would not be explicitly mentioned in
a Jula quotation margin is if drama mode is activated. In this case, it would already be
clear from the context who is speaking and that a conversation is going back and forth.
As was mentioned above, in drama mode either the speech verb and its auxiliaries or the
entire quotation margin except the quotative particle ko can be omitted. An interlinear
example of a piece of drama mode conversation is given in (29).
10 As is stated in 2.3.1, this infinitive marker ka is only absent in these constructions after the verbs taa or
taga ‘go’ and na ‘come’.
11 As a reminder from 3.2 above, the speech verb fɔ ‘say’ is a third category speech verb. This means that
the a ‘3sg’ directly preceding the fɔ ‘say’ in the above quotation margin is an obligatory direct object pronoun



































‘(He(1) said) that I(2) came and give him(1) a gift, (so he(1) says) thank me(2).’  
Phone:21
This example comes from a dialogue between two speakers, where a man is thanking
his wife (who is the current speaker herself) to try to help her realize that he left her a
gift on the table. In (29a), the wife guesses that the thanks is because the meal is hot. In
(29b) the husband gives a further clue, saying that the thanks is for a gift. Here, there is
a change of speakers between (29a) and (29b), but the reported speaker of (29b) is never
explicitly stated. This is because it is a closed conversation so the reported speaker would
be understood from context. Also, this conversation leads up to the discovery of the gift,
so the whole conversation is backgrounded with respect to that key moment.
The fact that the subject can be dropped in drama mode is noteworthy since it is the
only case where a subject can be dropped in the first clause of a sentence. Pro-drop is not
allowed in Jula, so this dropping of the subject powerfully draws the audience into the
dialogue.
3.2.2 Addressee reference in the quotation margin
As is seen in 3.2, the addressee is obligatory for speech verbs of the first category and
optional for those of the second and third categories. Example (30) illustrates the first
category speech verb weele ‘call’, where the addressee Joseph is obligatorily mentioned


























‘His wife called Joseph, saying that he should sleep with her.’   Joseph:31
Speech verbs of the second and third category, though, take their addressees as op-
tional indirect objects. Examples (31) and (32) illustrate the verb fɔ ‘say’, a third category
























































‘The angel said to him that he shouldn't break up with Mary because of this preg-
nancy.’   Noel:27
3.2.3 Speech verb and quotative particle in the quotation margin
In Jula quotation margins, a speech verb is almost always obligatory.
Also, in over 95% of the cases of reported speech in this language, there is a quota-
tive particle, ko, that occurs at the end of the quotation margin, directly preceding the
quotation. This ko can be seen in examples such as (31) and (32) in Section 3.2.2.
There are only two instances in which the speech verb is optional in Jula quotation
margins. The first is in drama mode, which was discussed in 3.2 and 3.2.1. The second is
if the speech verb would be the generic fɔ ‘say’, followed directly by the quotative particle
ko; in this case the generic speech verb fɔ ‘say’ is optional. It is, in fact, common in African
languages for a speech verb ‘say’ to be omitted when there is an explicit quotative particle
in the quotation margin (Dimmendaal 2001:132).13 At least in Jula, this is perhaps due to
the fact that the double coding of the reported speech with both fɔ ‘say’ and ko ‘quotative
12 As a reminder, speech verbs of the third category of argument structure also take the pronominal cataphor
a ‘3sg’ as direct objects; these pronominal cataphors refer to the reported speech itself.
13 This is the opposite of how Stanford claims that the Bekwarra language of Nigeria functions. There, he
claims that if the quotation margin ends with the speech verb dè ‘say’, the quotative particle (re)de ̀ is omitted
(Stanford 1967:54).
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particle’ could be considered redundant since both words simply convey the information
that what follows is a quotation. In (33) there is a ko with no fɔ, and in (34) there is both














































‘As soon as they started out, Joseph suddenly said ko his water glass was missing.’  
Joseph:146
In (33), there would be no intervening material (indirect object, location, or other
information in the post-verbal position) between the fɔ ‘say’ and the quotative particle ko,
which allows for the elision of the verb fɔ ‘say’. As can be seen in example (34), though,
the fɔ ‘say’ can still be explicit in these instances if the current speaker so desires.
It is to be noted that the speech verb can only be omitted if it would be the generic
fɔ ‘say’ and not another speech verb which would be more semantically specific, such as
ɲininga ‘ask’ or weele ‘call’. Also, if there is any intervening material between fɔ ‘say’ and
ko the fɔ cannot be omitted. This is seen in (35), where the addressee is given as a post-
verbal indirect object. Examples of intervening material that would necessitate an explicit
fɔ ‘say’ are the addressee (in some instances; see above in 3.2.2 for more information on
when this would be post-verbal), a particle, a location postpositional phrase, or another

















































‘The old woman said to them ko this old man called this child, saying that he wants
to send this child (on an errand).’   Sorcerer:38
Some scholars, such as Aplonova (2019:7-11), claim that in the closely related Bam-
bara language, with which Jula is mutually intelligible, the quotative particle ko becomes
a pseudo-copula ‘tell’ or a copula ‘tell’ when a speech verb is not present. Yet because
there is nothing predicative about ko in those instances other than the fact that there is
no other verb, I believe that the explanation above more elegantly represents the data, at
least in the case of vehicular Jula of Burkina Faso.14
An interesting study, which is outside the scope of this thesis, would be to determine
language attitudes toward the socio-linguistic correctness of fɔ ko versus ko without a fɔ.
Almost every Jula quotation margin, as is seen above, requires the quotative particle
ko to directly precede the quotation itself. This is rare for West African languages, as
14 This question could take more research, though. For example, in one of my short texts, the only text by
a certain speaker, the speaker never uses a single speech verb and instead introduces each of her six
quotations with ko. What is especially unique about the way that this speaker uses her kos is that she places
them both before the indirect object addressee, which is normally the place of the verb, and also in the



















‘Hyena said to Rabbit, (saying) ko, "Is it still a long way off?"’   Tears:6
It could easily be argued that this speaker is using ko as some sort of defective verb in such instances.
Since her Jula pronunciation is also slightly different from my other speakers, I wonder if her personal
variety of Jula leans toward Bambara and if Bambara actually does use ko in this more predicative way, as
Aplonova (2019) claims. The one example in the corpus of a ko being in a verbal position in a quotation
margin, i.e. not directly preceding the quotation itself, that is outside of this single narrative, is in (ii); here,

































‘A certain man said that day ko there was no other treatment for it other than death.’   Rachida:45
This would be an interesting topic for further study, especially if someone were to compare the use of this
ko across different dialects of Jula and other Mande languages.
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Lowe & Hurlimann (2002:74) claim that having a quotative particle is rare in West African
languages, and that "even in languages that do have it, it is optional."
In a limited number of cases in my Jula corpus, though, representing less than 5% of

































‘If they are worshiping the child, they say, "Praise God. Praise God. Praise God."’  
Noel:52
As in (36), one of the instances in which ko can be absent is when describing speech
that is habitual or repeated over and over. Here, the angels are worshipping the baby
Jesus, and as they worship him they continue to say, ‘Praise God’, over and over.
In the corpus, ko can also be absent when there is only a single word in the reported
speech, when the speech verb is jaati ‘count’, when the reported speech is hypothetical, if
the reported speech begins with a quote of a quotation, or if the reported cognition verb
is ye ‘see’.15
There are also a few instances where the quotative particle ko is repeated in a quota-

























‘Now, since it had taken over her two eyes, they (say) ko ko they would remove this
eye.’   Rachida:8
In certain morphophonemic contexts it is common to have contractions in Jula like
the k' of (37). When this contracted form of ko occurs without an accompanying speech
verb, and especially if the reported speech that it is introducing is to be highlighted, an
15 With a larger corpus and more data, the exact contexts in which this ko can be absent may be able to be
more elegantly defined.
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additional ko is added to ensure that the current addressee has clearly heard the ko and
knows that what follows is reported speech. This double ko can occur both in quotation-




















‘(He said) ko ko, "That's what's going to happen?"’   Joseph:93
Here, the current speaker begins to quote the king in (38a), though the quotation ex-
tends through (38b). Because the second ko is contracted in the quotation-medial margin
at the beginning of (38b), there is another ko to ensure that it is heard by the current
addressee.
3.2.4 Other constituents in the quotation margin
The preceding sections examine the main elements of Jula quotation margins: the ref-
erence to the reported speaker (3.2.1), the reference to the reported addressee (3.2.2), and
the speech verb and quotative particle ko (3.2.3). This section briefly introduces some of
the other constituents that can also be present in quotation margins. These include parti-
cles and other connectors, expressions and time, and left-dislocated subjects pre-nuclearly;
negation and aspectual verbs between the subject and the verb; and expressions of loca-
tion, expressions of time, and adverbs post-verbally. Examples of these other constituents
in each of these locations are given in (39), (40), and (41), respectively.
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(39) Pre-nuclear constituents











‘And so the old man said, ...’   Sorcerer:58

















‘On the second day, his son came and said, ...’   Prayer:9
































‘Now, at a certain time, the king of Rome, Caesar, he said that ...’   Noel:34
(40) Other constituents between the subject and the verb



































‘As soon as they rubbed this thing on her mouth, she didn't say "Mm-hmm" any-
more.’   Sorcerer:95













‘This bird kept crying out ...’   Sorcerer:54
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(41) Post-verbal constituents





















‘... she kept saying from under the blanket, "Mm-hmm, mm-hmm."’  Sorcerer:89































‘Now, at a certain time, the king of Rome, Caesar, he said that ...’   Noel:34











‘That's why one of them continued again, saying ...’   Joseph:11
While there is not space in this thesis to enter into the details of all of these other
constituents, let me simply mention that the particles and other connectors are often there
because the sentence that includes the reported speech is part of a communication relation.
Example (39a) is a good example of this. The quotation margin here begins with the
particle w'olo ‘and so’. This is to show that this sentence is the response to the stimulus
of the previous sentence. In the previous sentence a bird had just asked the old man not
to cut its throat. Thus, (39a) begins with w'olo ‘and so’, showing that the fact that the old
man speaking in such a way is the response to the stimulus of the bird's plea.
While the previous subsections focus on the features of the quotation margin, the
next four sections (3.3 through 3.6) focus on the features of reported speech - verbs (3.3),
pronouns (3.4), exclamations and vocatives (3.5), and spatial and temporal deictics (3.6).
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3.3 Verbs in quotations
In every case of reported speech in the corpus, the TAM of the verbs is the same as it









































‘The angel came and said to Mary that Mary will become pregnant and give birth to
a child; this child will be the savior.’   Noel:17
Here, the angel is telling a woman named Mary that she will become pregnant. The
verbs within the reported speech are in the future tense. This is because the action would
take place in the future from the time of speaking, so it is assumed that the angel would
have used the future tense when originally speaking to Mary. In Jula reported speech, the
fact that Mary has already become pregnant long before this story was being told does not
affect the TAM of the verbs in the reported speech.
Past, present, and future tense verbs in reported speech can be seen in examples such
as (19) in 3.1.1, (17a) in 2.3.3, and (6) in 2.3.1, respectively. All of these verbs are in the
same tense as the reported speaker could have used during the original utterance.
3.4 Pronouns in quotations
3.4.1 Logophoric pronouns
As was discussed above in 2.3.3, Jula has focus pronouns for each of the different
persons. These are created through the addition of the focus marker le to the unmarked
pronouns. When the form of the 3rd person singular focus pronoun is used in reported
speech, it functions as a logophoric pronoun, a term first coined by Hagège (1974).17 Dim-
16 In (42), Mary is referred to by name, not with a pronoun. This is not a vocative, as the proper noun is
in the normal subject position. Why a proper noun and not a pronoun is used in this particular utterance is
outside the scope of this paper and would be an interesting area for future research.
17 Since the logophoric pronoun also has another use in the language, namely as a focus pronoun, Jula is
considered to be a mixed logophoric language (Culy (1994), Dimmendaal (2001), Nikitina (2020a), inter alia).
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mendaal (2001:131) expands Clements' (1975:141) definition of a logophoric pronoun,
stating:
In contexts embedded under a logophoric verb and only in these contexts, a
special pronominal form, called the logophoric pronoun, must be used to indicate
reference to the person whose speech, thoughts or perceptions are reported.
This means that the logophoric pronoun is used within reported speech as a coreferent
to the reported speaker; the unmarked form of the pronoun is used to refer to all other
participants. The difference between the unmarked and logophoric pronouns can be seen
























‘Mosesj says that hej can’t.’   Moses:42
These two examples show that the choice between the logophoric pronoun and the
unmarked 3rd person singular pronoun is made based on the relationship between the
reported speaker and the person referred to by the pronoun. When the reported speaker
refers to someone non-coreferential to himself, as in (43), he uses an unmarked pronoun;
when he refers to himself, as in (44), he uses the logophoric pronoun.
Though Aikhenvald (2008:407) claims that logophoric pronouns can typically only be
used for participants that are subjects or objects of reported speech reports, Jula logophoric
pronouns can be used in any function that a pronoun can take, presupposing that it is
coreferent with the reported speaker. This includes the argument positions of subject
(45), direct object (46), indirect object (47), possessor (48), and object of a postpositional
phrase (49).18
18 In the corpus there are three examples of an unmarked 3rd person singular pronoun where I would
expect a logophoric pronoun. This will require more research to determine whether or not they were simply
mis-spoken. One of them is in reported cognition (see 3.8.1 below). All three of them are in the same story
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‘Godi said to himj that hei will send himj to the country of Egypt.’   Moses:33





























































‘And so Judahi approached Josephj and told Josephj that if that's the case, Josephj
should take himi and hei will do Benjamin's job in the prison, and then hej should
let Benjamin go.’   Joseph:154































































‘Since they kept talking to each other about it, Josephi told them that God had given
himi the gift of being able to interpret dreams.’   Joseph:62
and in the same construction - a daa di ‘give his word’. Perhaps this is such a common expression that it has
become a fixed idiom and the speakers no longer hear the a ‘3sg’ as being a separate word. It is also
possible, though, that an unmarked pronoun is used here because only one logophoric pronoun is allowed
per clause and there is already a logophoric pronoun in these clauses, as can be seen in (i), one of the three

















‘(He said) that he will make a promise to his father.’   Joseph:134
The counter-exception to this possible explanation, though, is that in (48) there are two logophoric pronouns
in what appears to be a single clause. Thus more data is needed to draw a more firm conclusion.
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‘Hej said that hisj shepherd’s staff is in hisj hand.’   Moses:47



















‘The woman/wife said that he really should sleep with her.’   Joseph:34
This section demonstrates that the logophoric pronoun has the same form as the 3rd
person singular focus pronoun and can be used within reported speech in same roles as
an unmarked pronoun: subject, direct object, indirect object, possessor, and object of a
postpositional phrase.
Though there is a singular logophoric pronoun, Jula does not appear to have a plural
logophoric pronoun. This is surprising given that plural logophoric pronouns are common
in logophoric languages such as Wan (Nikitina 2020b) and San (Woodham 2003:111),
related languages to Jula.
In Jula, though there are instances of the plural focus pronoun olu within reported
speech, I argue that those are actual instances of the focus pronoun occurring and that it is
not being used as a logophoric pronoun in those instances. This is because there are also
several instances in the corpus where either the reported speaker and others, or a group
of reported speakers talking together, refer to themselves in the reported speech with the



































‘(He said) that anyway, he will watch over Benjamin, going from their departure all























‘(They said) that, to whom will they now entrust their children?’   Sorcerer:84
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In (50), the reported speaker is trying to convince his father to let his little brother
Benjamin join him and a group of people on a trip. His father is hesitant, so in the previous
line, the reported speaker told his father that if something happened to Benjamin, his
father could do whatever he wanted to himself, the reported speaker. Here he reassures
his father, saying that he will watch over Benjamin from the time that they leave until the
time that they return. Thus, the o ‘3pl’, which occurs twice in this sentence, refers to the
reported speaker as well as others with whom he will be taking this trip. Since the form
of the pronoun is the unmarked form, it is clear that a reference to a reported speaker plus
other people does not use olu ‘3pl.foc’ as a plural logophoric pronoun.
In (51), the people of the town have just heard of the death of an old lady who used to
take care of their children, and in their grief they here ask each other who will watch their
children now that she is gone. The o ‘3pl’ occurs twice in this sentence, once as a subject
and once as a possessor. It is being used by a group of speakers to refer to themselves;
thus a group of reported speakers are referring to themselves in reported speech with an
unmarked pronoun, not a logophoric pronoun.
From these two representative examples, I argue that though there is a logophoric
pronoun that refers to a singular reported speaker in reported speech, there is not, in Jula,
a parallel plural form that consistently refers to either a singular reported speaker and
other people or to a group of reported speakers.
Example (52) is a good review of the pronouns that have been discussed in this section
before the focus shifts to 1st and 2nd person pronouns in reported speech in 3.4.2 and then

































































‘Hei said to Rabbitj now, that since theyi&j are going, theyi&j are not yet arriving, hei
will, since hisj mother is dying, hei will start crying here before theyi&j arrive at
the place of the death.’   Tears:16
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Example (52) comes from a folktale. Here, the reported speaker, Hyena, is talking
to Rabbit. Hyena has just bitten a scorpion on their way to Rabbit's mother's funeral,
so since he wants to cry in pain, he tells Rabbit that he is going to start mourning for
her mother along the path since they still have not arrived at the funeral. When Hyena
refers to himself, which he does twice in this sentence, he uses the logophoric pronoun
ale. When he refers to Rabbit, the reported addressee, he uses the unmarked 3rd person
pronoun a. And when he refers to both himself and Rabbit, he uses either the 3rd person
plural unmarked pronoun o or the 3rd person plural focus pronoun olu. As in examples
(50) and (51), there is an unmarked 3rd person plural pronoun o that refers to both the
reported speaker and the reported addressee. Thus, when the marked form, olu, occurs,
it can be concluded that it is used as a focus pronoun, not a logophoric pronoun. The
distinction of the pronouns in this complicated sentence make it very clear who is being
referred to in the reported speech, making the sentence easy for the current addressee to
follow.
3.4.2 1st and 2nd person pronouns in reported speech
As was seen above in 3.4.1, logophoric and unmarked 3rd person pronouns are the
most common method of referring to participants in reported speech, with the logophoric
pronoun referring to the reported speaker and the simple 3rd person pronoun referring to
all the other participants.
There are, however, two instances in which 1st and 2nd person pronouns can be used
in Jula reported speech: (1) when the current speaker herself is being referred to and (2)
in certain instances where the current speaker refers to the reported speaker and reported
addressee using 1st and 2nd pronouns, respectively. These are addressed in order.
The corpus contains two 1st person narratives, where the current speaker is herself a
participant in the story.19 In these texts, the current speaker is always referred to with a
1st person pronoun in reported speech, even if she is not the reported speaker; this is the
19 In the corpus there are no texts in which the current addressee is also a participant, so I cannot comment
on how that would be handled in reported speech. This would be an important area of further research into
Jula reported speech.
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type of pattern seen in indirect speech in 1st person narratives in English. An example of



















‘(He(1) said) that I(2) came and give him(1) a gift, (so he(1) says) thank me(2).’  Phone:21
In (53), a man (the reported speaker) is addressing his wife (the current speaker). The
man (reported speaker) says that his wife (the current speaker) had given him a gift and
so he thanks her for it. If this were a third person narrative, the references to the reported
speaker would use a logophoric pronoun and those to the reported addressee would use
a 3rd person pronoun. Since it is a first person narrative, the references to the reported
addressee, being also the current speaker, use a 1st person pronoun; the reference to the
reported speaker still uses a logophoric pronoun.
First and 2nd person pronouns can also be used in certain instances in reported speech
in third person narratives to refer to the reported speaker and reported addressee, respec-
tively. The instances where this can occur are delineated below. It is also possible to claim,
though, that all of these instances can be grouped into the larger category of marked or
highlighted speech. This is similar to the way Bekwarra functions (Levinsohn in press:108)
and this framework is discussed in more detail in 4.3 below.
The first two of these instances are in a question and in a tight-knit conversation

















































































‘He said, "This is my place."’   Six:21
In (54), Toad asks Scorpion a question in (54a), referring to Scorpion with the 2nd
person singular pronoun e. Scorpion responds in (54b), now using the 1st person singular
pronoun ne for himself. (54c) is Toad's response, where he again refers to Scorpion with
the use of the 2nd person singular pronoun i (i and e are two allomorphs of the same
morpheme for the 2nd person singular pronoun). Scorpion finishes the argument in (54d)
with a final self-reference of ne, the 1st person singular pronoun.
Another instance where 1st and 2nd person pronouns can be used in 3rd person nar-
ratives is when the reported speaker is trying to get someone to change their behavior












































































































‘He said: You shouldn’t get closer to this place with sandals on your feet, because































‘If you get closer, you take off your sandals before you get closer to this place.’  
Moses:31
In (55), the sorcerer Shata had turned herself into a bird. At this point in the story,
the old man who knew she was a sorcerer is holding the bird, about to cut its throat. And
so it speaks, begging him not to kill it because it is actually a person. Throughout (55),
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the bird refers to itself with a first person pronoun, either the singular ne or the plural
an.20
The example in (56) is taken from the retelling of part of the biblical story of God
and Moses. Here, God is telling Moses not to approach the burning bush with sandals on
his feet since it is a holy place. Both (56a) and (56b) show Moses, the reported addressee,
being referred to within the reported speech with the 2nd person singular pronoun i. In
(56a), God also refers to himself in a possessive phrase (ne ka yɔrɔ senuman ‘my holy place’)
using the 1st person singular pronoun ne.
The last instance in which 1st and 2nd person pronouns can be used in Jula reported
speech is in the interpretation of a prophetic dream, explaining something that will cer-
tainly happen.21 This is similar to the command/request/suggestion above, since the
interpretation of the prophetic dream includes a change of behavior that the interpreter
is, in a way, forcing upon the person who will do the action, based on the prophecy in the
dream. This can be seen in (57).
20 Why the plural form is sometimes used instead of the singular is an open question. It is possibly because
the speaker is both a bird and a sorcerer person at this point in time. Thank you, Linda Humnick, for this
suggestion.
21 In one of my texts, 1st and 2nd person pronouns can also be used when the reported discourse is begun
with a term of address to a participant describing their role, as in (i). This text, however, is given by a
speaker who only started speaking Jula at age seven, so without more data I do not want to claim that this is











































































































‘Joseph told him, "The meaning of your dream is that in less than three days,
























‘"You will return and keep working for Pharaoh."’   Joseph:68
Even though 1st and 2nd person pronouns can be used in these specific instances in
3rd person narratives, sometimes logophoric and 3rd person pronouns are used instead.
Compare, for example, the jussives in (56) and (58). Both of them are taken from the
same story, and in each, the same reported speaker, God, is trying to get the same reported
addressee, Moses, to do something. And yet (56) uses 1st and 2nd person pronouns while












































































‘Hej should go take hisi people out of that place, the country of Egypt, and come
with them to this place.’   Moses:34
Both strategies can also be used in questions, as can be seen by comparing (54a) with







































‘Hei said that, "But," that, "who will hei have to prepare all these things?"’  
Joseph:98
Unlike many languages of West Africa (Dooley & Levinsohn 2001:98), though, there
is not a single case in my data where a logophoric pronoun is used for the reported speaker
and a 2nd person pronoun is used for the reported addressee. This is what would normally
be termed semi-direct speech.
3.4.3 Person alignment
Section 3.4.1 shows that, in most instances of Jula reported speech, the reported
speaker is referred to with the logophoric pronoun and all other participants, including
the reported addressee, are referred to with 3rd person pronouns or noun phrases. In
3.4.2, however, it is seen that in some instances 1st and 2nd person pronouns can be used
instead.
Thus, Table 2 summarizes the different pronoun strategies used in reported speech in
Jula, as well as the instances in which the particular strategies can be used.
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Table 2. Jula pronoun strategies
Pronouns Instances Used






logophoric pronoun (reported speaker) & 3rd
person (reported addressee)
3rd person narratives, including the
above instances
1st person (current speaker), logophoric
pronoun (reported speaker, if not current
speaker), & 3rd person (reported addressee, if
not current speaker)
1st person narratives
Another way of representing this information is given in Figure 2, based off of person
alignment charts given in Nikitina (2012c).
Figure 2. Jula person alignment strategies
Figure 2 shows that there are two strategies for the way that speech participants are
aligned with the pronoun forms in reported speech reports. In the corpus, the first strategy
occurs 34% of the time and the second strategy 22% of the time. In 44% of the sentences
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with reported speech there is no reference to either the reported or current speaker or
addressee, making it impossible to know which strategy is being used.22
In the first strategy, if the current speaker is a participant in the narrative she is re-
ferred to with a 1st person pronoun. The reported speaker is referred to with a logophoric
pronoun and all other participants, including the reported addressee, are referred to with
an unmarked 3rd person pronoun or noun phrase. Here, the current speaker could be
considered the most influential participant when it comes to person alignment. This is
because, as Nikitina (2020b:4) so aptly described the similar way Wan works, "[c]onflicts
between the roles [are] resolved in favor of Current Speaker." This means that, for exam-
ple, if the current speaker is also the reported speaker, the 1st person pronoun, not the
logophoric pronoun, is used. The same is true if the current speaker is the reported ad-
dressee or another participant in the narrative - the 1st person pronoun, not the 3rd person
pronoun, is used to refer to her in those instances. This strategy that is discussed in 3.4.1
and the beginning of 3.4.2 above and is the person alignment strategy that would corre-
spond most closely with indirect speech in a direct-indirect dichotomy (but see 4.2 below
for discussions of reasons that the logophoric pronoun should perhaps not be considered
part of indirect speech).
The second strategy of person alignment that is possible in Jula is shown in the second
half of Figure 2. This person alignment strategy is only applicable if the current speaker is
not a participant in the story, hence the n/a under current speaker. In this strategy, since
the 1st person pronoun is now free for use since it will not cause confusion with the cur-
rent speaker, the reported speaker is referred to with a 1st person pronoun, the reported
addressee with a 2nd person pronoun, and any other participants with 3rd person pro-
nouns. This is the strategy discussed at the end of 3.4.2 above and is the person alignment
strategy that would correspond with direct speech in a direct-indirect dichotomy.
One additional thing is worth noting in this section, namely the ability to use a 3rd
person singular focus pronoun in reported speech.
22 These percentages were calculated by counting the number of sentences with reported speech, reported
cognition, or reported purpose that use the different person alignment strategies. These are to be understood
as having a margin of error, though, since sometimes it is difficult to know exactly what constitutes a sentence,
etc. In places of obvious embedded speech I counted the embedded speech separately.
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If a speaker would like to put focus on a third person pronoun within reported speech,
it is possible to use a focus pronoun within reported speech to do so. There are, however,
only two examples of this in the corpus: (60) and (61) (see the appendices for the context














































‘Toad said "Two;" they let that go, saying that that [hit] was the second hit.’  Six:51
In (60), the reported speaker is referred to with the first person pronoun ne, freeing
the ale to be used as a focus pronoun referring to someone who is neither the reported nor
the current speaker or addressee. The ale in (61) is in what is probably closer to reported
cognition (see 3.8.1 below) than reported speech, but it is still worth mentioning here
since it relates to the topic at hand. Here, there is a debate over how many times Scorpion
has hit Toad. At the beginning of the sentence Toad claims that Scorpion has already hit
him twice, and while the audience and the other participants know that Toad has only
been hit once, the other participants allow it to be considered that Scorpion already hit
Toad twice. Here, the allowing functions like reported speech in that there is the quotative
particle ko that introduces the content of what was allowed. In this example, ale is used
not to refer to Chicken and Scorpion, the participants doing the allowing, but to the hit
itself. Thus, it cannot be a logophoric pronoun and is, instead, a focus pronoun.
In the terms used in Figure 2, these examples suggest that in order to use the 3rd
person focus pronoun within reported speech, since it has the same form as the logophoric
pronoun, the speaker would need to be using the second strategy of person alignment. This
would free the ale form of the pronoun to be used as a focus pronoun.
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3.5 Exclamations and vocatives in quotations
Exclamations are prevalent and vocatives are also present, though less frequent, in
Jula reported speech in the corpus. In this section exclamations, then vocatives, are ad-
dressed.
If exclamations occur in Jula reported speech, they occur at the very beginning of the
reported speech report, directly following the quotative particle ko. As is mentioned in
3.1.1 above, a quotation-medial margin consisting of a single ko, acting as a type of pause-
filling spacer, may optionally follow the exclamation since it has unequal importance
with other parts of the reported speech report. Examples of Jula reported exclamations









































‘He said, "That's not true!" that, "This is not your place."’   Six:20
In (62), which is the line before (63) in the text, the exclamation ah ‘ah!’ is not fol-
lowed by a quotation-medial margin. In (63), however, the exclamation tiɲe te, ‘that's
not true!’ occurs at the beginning of the reported discourse and directly precedes the
quotation-medial margin.
What is rather unique about exclamations in Jula reported speech is that they can
occur with both strategies of person alignment discussed in 3.4.2 above.23 This means
that they can occur with logophoric and 3rd person pronouns as well as with 1st and 2nd
person pronouns. Examples of exclamations occurring with the second strategy of person
alignment, with 1st and 2nd person pronouns, were given in (62) and (63). An example
of an exclamation occurring with logophoric and 3rd person pronouns is given in (64).
23 The uniqueness of this strategy in Jula is seen if the first strategy of person alignment is compared with
indirect speech and the second strategy of person alignment is compared with direct speech, as many scholars
would do (see 4.1.4 below). This is because scholars such as Aikhenvald claim that "vocatives and exclamations






























‘Josephj said, "Ah!" that he himselfj could prepare all that.’   Joseph:99
In (64), the same exclamation ah ‘ah!’ is used as in (63). Here, though, a man named
Joseph is talking, telling the Pharaoh of Egypt that he is able to prepare everything that
Pharaoh would like. Instead of referring to himself with the 1st person pronoun ne as
in (62), here Joseph refers to himself with the logophoric pronoun ale. Thus it can be
seen that in Jula reported discourse exclamations can be used with both of the person
alignment strategies shown in Figure 2 in 3.4.3 above.
In the corpus, none of the vocatives occur in reported speech with the first strategy
of person alignment, namely the use of logophoric pronouns; they all either occur with
no other pronouns in the same speech report but with 1st and 2nd person pronouns later
in the conversation (65)24 or in a sentence with 1st and/or 2nd person pronouns in the
second strategy of person alignment (as in (66) and (67)). Only seven vocatives appear
in the corpus, though, which is not enough evidence to claim that vocatives could never











































































‘He said, "Good; now, since mine, Scorpion's, are completed, Toad, you turn around
too and I'll do mine."’   Six:46
24 See Appendix D for the rest of this conversation and the broader context.
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Example (65) comes from a retelling of the Biblical story of Moses at the burning
bush. Here, God calls out to Moses, but he does not continue to speak until after Moses
responds. Thus, (65) is the entire quotation spoken at that time. Example (66) is from
a folktale, and here Chicken and Toad had just realized that it is about to rain and they
are too far away from home to make it there in time. In this line, Chicken suggests to
Toad that they climb a tree, using both the vocative tori ‘Toad’ and a 1st person plural
pronoun. Example (67) is from the same folktale, though at this point in time Toad and
Scorpion are having a boxing match and Chicken is the referee. This sentence is one of
the more complicated quotations in the corpus, since there are three people on stage and
the context did not make clear who was talking. Perhaps the current speaker realized this
as she was speaking, since she added quite a bit of participant coding within the quotation
itself, thus clarifying who was speaking to whom. Part of that extra participant coding
was a non-quotation-initial vocative, tori ‘Toad’.
It is noteworthy that, other than in (65) where the vocative is the entire utterance, all
the examples of vocatives in the corpus accompany either reported questions or reported
commands/suggestions. It is common in Jula (though not obligatory, see 3.4.2 above) to
use the second strategy of person alignment in these contexts even if there is no voca-
tive. More data is needed to know whether vocatives can also occur in Jula declarative
sentences and whether they can occur with logophoric pronouns.
3.6 Spatial and temporal deictics in quotations
In Jula reported speech, the deictic center of spatial deictics is the reported speaker.
This means that the spatial deictics that are reported by the current speaker are the same













































‘Hej should go take hisi people out of that place, the country of Egypt, and come
with them to this place.’   Moses:34
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In this example, God is talking to a man named Moses and is sending him to Egypt.
He is to taa ‘go’ to Egypt, lead the people of God out of o yɔrɔ la ‘ that place (i.e. a place
that is not near)’, and na ‘come’ with them back to the place where he and God are talking.
All of these are spatial deictics for which the deictic center is the reported speaker.
In 1st person narratives as well, the deictic center of spatial deictics in Jula reported

































‘So, back in Burkina Faso now, they gave us a meeting, saying that in two months
we should come.’   Rachida:23
Example (69) is from the story of the sickness and death of the storyteller's grand-
daughter. Here, when the current speaker brought the granddaughter back to the town
from which the story is being told, the doctors must have called (from a city in a neigh-
boring country) and told her that in two months they should na ‘come’ back to that city to
continue treatment. Thus, even though the current speaker is a character in the narrative,
in this case the reported addressee, the deictic center of this spatial deictic verb na ‘come’
remains the reported speaker, not the current speaker.
In the corpus there are only two possible exceptions to this rule about the deictic



































‘Rabbiti told Hyenaj that hisi mother died, that Hyena should come to their mother's
funeral.’   Tears:3
Example (70) is from near the beginning of a folktale, where Hare tells Hyena that
his mother died, and so Hyena should na ‘come’ to the funeral with him. At this point in
the story, Hyena and Hare are together at a place quite distant from the funeral, so what
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would be expected would be the verb taa ‘go’. Perhaps Hare, knowing that he is going to
the funeral right away, is already imagining himself there and so is inviting Hyena to join
him.
The Moses text is the source of the second possible exception to the fact that the
deictic center of spatial deictics in Jula reported speech is the reported speaker. Here,
Moses sees a bush that is burning in an unusual way, and when he goes over to investigate
God speaks to him from the bush. God uses the verbs na ‘come’ and taa ‘go’ as if he were
at the location of the bush, but at one point when he uses a phrase to refer to the place of
the bush, he unexpectedly uses the phrase o yɔrɔ ‘that place (i.e. a place that is not near)’



















‘That place was his worship place. (Context: Godi said to himj that hei will send
himj to the country of Egypt. Hej should go take hisi people out of that place, the
country of Egypt, and come with them to this place. They should come worship
himi. That place was hisi worship place.)’   Moses:36
Example (71) is part of a longer quotation of God's, which is why there is no quotation
margin. Here God tells Moses that o yɔrɔ nin ‘that (over there) aforementioned place’ is
the place where he is to be worshipped. Perhaps the reason that this unexpected spatial
o yɔrɔ nin ‘that (over there) aforementioned place’ is used is to remind the listener that
though God is talking through the bush, he is a deity and is not physically present at the
bush.
25 In (71), as well as many other examples throughout this thesis, there are two different demonstratives:
o ‘DEM’ and nin ‘DEM.SG’. The demonstrative o ‘DEM’ is a non-proximal demonstrative, indicating that the
noun is not near the speaker; it is contrasted with yan ‘here’. The pronoun nin ‘DEM.SG’, like its plural
counterpart nunu ‘DEM.pl’ is an anaphoric demonstrative, indicating that the noun has already been
mentioned previously. The demonstratives o ‘DEM’ and yan ‘here’ occur before the noun; nin ‘DEM.SG’ and
nunu ‘DEM.pl’ occur after the noun. The exception is if nin ‘DEM.SG’ is used both before and after the noun































‘And so God told him, “Go with this very stick."’   Moses:59
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More data would be needed, then, to know if these two examples are exceptions or, as
is more likely, creative ways that the language can be used to express nuances in meaning.
Though temporal deictics are common in Jula, the reported speech in the corpus only
has three phrases that could fall into this category, one (72) which clearly shows that the
deictic center is that of the reported speaker, and two for which the deictic center is not



























































‘Because of the bad thing they did to him, God took it and changed it and made it
into a good thing and they are like this today.’   Joseph:162
Example (72) is part of a longer quotation, which is why there is no quotation margin
in the sentence. A man named Joseph, whose brothers who had sold him into slavery and
who eventually became a head diplomat in Egypt, revealed his identity to his brothers
in this scene. In this sentence, he is telling them not to worry that he will be seeking
revenge since God has changed the evil that they did to him into the good that they are
experiencing bii bii nin na ten ‘on this very day (today today dem.sg post thus)’. Though
this is the only clear example showing the deictic center of temporal deictics in the corpus,
















































‘Joseph told him, "The meaning of your dream is that for the next seven years, good
rains will come.’   Joseph:87
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In (73), a man named Joseph is explaining a dream, saying that the dream means
that for the next seven years there will be good rain. The temporal phrase used here is
saan wolonwula nata ‘the next 7 years’ The word nata ‘next’ is the same word that would
be used if you were to tell a friend that you were going on a trip logokun nata ‘next week’.
3.7 Complexity of quotations
Quotations in Jula can range in length and complexity from a single word to multiple
sentences. In fact, an entire narrative can be given as a type of quotation, a fact that is
discussed in Section 3.8.3 below. Previous examples show that quotations can include
complex sentences; (74) shows that quotations can also be smaller than a full clause,







‘Scorpion said, "One."’   Six:37
Aikhenvald (2008:415) claims that often reported indirect speech consists of a single
full clause, whereas direct speech can be both shorter and longer than this.
In the Jula corpus, however, both person alignment strategies (see above, 3.4.3 for
the discussion on person alignment) are used for quotations consisting of a single clause,
of a complex sentence, and of multiple sentences. None of the quotations that are shorter
than a single clause refer to a current or reported speaker or addressee, so it is impossible
to tell, based on this corpus, which person alignment strategies can be used in these short
quotations. Examples of the two person alignment strategies being used in each of the
three quotation length/complexity categories are given in (75) to (77).26
26 In (77), (77a) and (77b) form one multiple-sentence quotation and (77c) and (77d) form the second
quotation.
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(75) Single clause quotations

























‘So, they kept arguing, and Toad said that he would hit Scorpion.’   Six:23















‘(They said,) "We should really kill him."’   Joseph:10
(76) Complex sentence quotations

































































‘Hei said to Rabbitj now, that since theyi&j are going, theyi&j are not yet arriving,
hei will, since hisj mother is dying, hei will start crying here before theyi&j arrive
at the place of the death.’   Tears:16

























































































‘The other older brothers, they now had a worthless idea and said to each other,
"Ah! Since this here child is really loved by our father like this, why don't we
kill him and get him out of here? Then we won't be hassled with this anymore
(idiom; literally, we'll all have our own selves).’   Joseph:8
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(77) Multiple-sentence quotations































































‘Joseph refused, saying that as for him, he was able to touch everything in this
courtyard, (saying that) but this woman, they didn't allow him (literally, they















‘He also will not touch her.’   Joseph:33















































‘"We should throw him into this empty well that's over there."’   Joseph:12
Though there is not room to discuss each of these examples in depth in this thesis,27
suffice it to say that there is ample evidence that both person alignment strategies can be
used for quotations of a single clause as well as for longer and more complex quotations.
3.8 Things other than reported speech that function in similar ways
Even though this thesis focuses on reported speech, there are a few other aspects of
Jula discourse that function in similar ways to reported speech and it is important to at
least mention them in passing here. Section 3.8.1 introduces reported cognition, 3.8.2
27 Many of these examples have been discussed earlier in this thesis. The full corpus is also included in the
appendices.
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introduces reported purpose, and 3.8.3 discusses another use of the quotative particle ko
- that of a hearsay evidential.
3.8.1 Reported cognition
Unlike reported speech, which expresses what someone has said, reported cognition
expresses what someone has thought. There are two types of reported cognition in Jula,
though this section only addresses that which is most like reported speech. This is also the
most common type of Jula reported cognition.28 An example of this type of Jula reported



























‘Wisemen saw this star and they knew the following: that it wasn't an ordinary star.’  
Noel:58
As can be seen in (78), reported cognition in Jula looks very similar to Jula reported
speech. It has a quotation margin that consists of a subject (reported speaker), cataphoric
pronominal referring to the content of the quotation itself (like the verb fɔ ‘say’), cognition
verb (in this case lɔn ‘know’), and the quotative particle ko. The content of the quotation
is a complete thought; an independent clause. This, too, is the same as the content of a
reported speech report.
In fact, in the corpus, I have found no ways in which this type of Jula reported cog-
nition differs from reported speech except for the obvious difference of different matrix
verbs - a speech verb is replaced with a verb of cognition. It even uses singular logophoric



















‘Moses knows the following: how Pharaoh is.’   Moses:38
This type of Jula reported cognition is very different than Jula reported speech. First of all, the quotation
margin cannot include the quotative particle ko. But perhaps the biggest difference between this type of Jula
reported cognition and reported speech is that, at least in the corpus, here the quotation itself is always a
dependent clause, whereas in reported speech the quotation never consists of simply a dependent clause.
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pronouns, exactly as reported speech does, and it can take quotation-medial margins.29

































‘Now Joseph saw the following: that "Ah...," that these older siblings of his, that
they had become wise.’   Joseph:156
The information of unequal importance in the reported cognition quotation in (79) is
separated by the quotation-medial margins. Also, as in reported speech, the logophoric
pronoun ale is used to refer to Joseph, the reported speaker.
Another important thing to note about reported cognition in Jula is that there are two
categories of verbs of cognition: those that do not take a pronominal cataphor referring
to the content of the reported cognition and those that do. This is similar to the three
categories of argument structure in 3.2 above, but since reported cognition does not, by
its very nature, have an addressee other than possibly the person him- or herself, the three
categories given in 3.2 are simplified into two for reported cognition. Both categories
of verbs are quite common, but the verbs that take the pronominal cataphor are more
prevalent in the corpus. Two verbs from each category, together with example sentences,
are given in (80) and (81).
29 The facts that it is so similar to reported speech and that it uses logophoric pronouns are not surprising
given Culy's (1994:1062-1069) hierarchy.
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(80) No Pronominal Cataphor





























‘I thought that it was chalk that he had come with to give the children.’  Phone:12

























‘They didn't think about the fact that this old woman was eating the children in
this way.’   Sorcerer:16
(81) Pronominal Cataphor













































‘But one day came andMoses did something; Moses knew that that thing wouldn't
please Pharaoh.’   Moses:18





























‘They saw that, "Ah!" (seeing that) "That's is also true speech!"’   Joseph:22
Now that this section has explored reported cognition ever so briefly, in the next
section the focus shifts to reported purpose.
3.8.2 Reported purpose
Reported purpose acts less like reported speech than the reported cognition discussed
above does, but the similarities are such that it is still important to discuss this topic here.
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The fact that reported purpose acts similarly to reported speech is not surprising, given
that this is also the case in many other languages (see Güldemann (2003), Aikhenvald
(2008), Güldemann (2008), Nikitina (2012c), Greed (2018), and Nikitina (2020a), inter























‘So, these fellow sorcerers came in order to take this child now.’   Sorcerer:36
Here, the sorcerers came for the purpose of taking the child. This example shows
the two main similarities between reported purpose and reported speech. Like reported
speech, reported purpose uses the quotative particle ko to introduce what is being reported;
this ko occurs after a verb and introduces the reason why that action was taken. Thus the
clause ending with ko looks quite similar to a quotation margin, though the verb is no
longer constrained to the set of speech verbs. Also, as in reported speech, the content of a
reported purpose clause is normally an independent clause with a subject and finite verb.
Looking again at (82), the sorcerers did not come just for the sake of coming, but they
came in order to take the child. Because of the use of the quotative particle ko and the
similarities to reported speech, it feels as if it is saying, ‘So these sorcerers came, saying
to themselves that they would take the child’.
Even though reported purpose is similar to reported speech in some ways, it differs
from reported speech in more ways than the reported cognition discussed above does.
Two of the main ways that it differs from reported speech are that reported purpose does
not use logophoric pronouns and, in the corpus, there are no verbs introducing reported
purpose that take a pronominal cataphor referring to the reported purpose itself.








































‘When he got up in order to get closer to see this miracle/surprising thing, God called
him by his name.’   Moses:26
If the reported purpose in (83) were reported speech or reported cognition, the expec-
tation would be that the logophoric pronoun ale would be used instead of the unmarked
3rd person pronoun a, since it is referring to the person who got up himself. It is thus
clear from this example that reported purpose does not use logophoric pronouns.
While it is impossible to give an example showing the fact that none of the verbs
introducing reported purpose having pronominal cataphors, (83) does show something
interesting that may help explain why that is true. The reported purpose clause above is
a be gwɛrɛ ka o kabako nin file ‘he approached to look at this miracle’. It was mentioned
above that this is a complete independent clause. But it is also true that if the quotative
particle ko, together with this clause, were removed from the sentence, it would still leave





















‘When he got up, God called him by his name. (NOTE: This example is derived, though
grammatically correct.)’
Since the reported purpose clause, together with its quotative particle ko, can be
removed from a sentence and still leave the sentence grammatically correct, it makes
sense that the verbs introducing the reported purpose, which are not any particular Jula
verbs, should not be able to have a pronominal cataphor referring to the reported purpose
itself.
Now that the topics of reported cognition 3.8.1 and reported purpose 3.8.2 have been
covered briefly, the last area of focus in this chapter is a slightly different aspect of Jula
narratives that resembles reported speech - the use of the quotative particle ko as a hearsay
evidential.
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3.8.3 Ko as a hearsay evidential
The quotative particle ko can also function as a hearsay evidential (see Coulmas
(1986), Blass (1990), and Güldemann (2008), inter alia). Though the discussions about
ko up until this point focus on the micro level as it introduces reported speech, reported
cognition, and reported purpose, it can also function on the macro level by indicating that
an entire discourse is something that did not come from the current speaker herself, but
which was originally told by someone else. In this case, the person who originally told











































‘Mymother keeps telling us that when they were young, that an old woman, a certain
OLD woman was in their village.’   Sorcerer:1
Example (85) introduces the Sorcerer story. Though it could be claimed that the
reported speech only occurs in this single sentence, the rest of the story is, in fact, all a
story that was originally told by the current speaker's mother. This can be seen by looking





















‘If not (otherwise), that children don't stay alive long in that village in this way.’  
Sorcerer:98
In (86), the quotative particle ko occurs with no potential reported speaker in the
immediate context. Instead, the ko is used here to remind the current addressee that this
entire story was being told by the mother. It also lets the current know that the story is
drawing to a close, since if the hearsay evidential ko occurs at the beginning of a narrative,
30 Gizay, a Chadic language spoken in Cameroon and Chad, also uses a quotative particle as a hearsay
evidential with an implicit speaker (Guitang 2021).
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it also often occurs near the end as well. In this particular case, (86) is sentence 98 of 100
of the story.





















‘It is said that there was a certain man among those called scholars/theologians.’  
Prayer:1
This is the very beginning of the story, meaning that the very first word of this whole
narrative is ko. Thus, it is not possible to have a reported speaker associated with it.
This ko is used to show that the story that follows is one that has been heard somewhere
before by someone. It adds a connotation of the current speaker not being necessarily
totally convinced that the story is true, but just that it is something that they have heard
somewhere. It may be similar to someone in the US starting a story with, I saw on Facebook
the other day that .... I believe, from my knowledge of the language, that this hearsay
evidential ko without a reported speaker is also often repeated near the end of the story,
but in this particular narrative it is not repeated there.
This hearsay evidential ko is mainly used to show that the current speaker is not a di-
rect eyewitness to the events, but instead heard the story from someone else. For folktales,
though, since they are already known to be something that the current speaker could not
have witnessed, this hearsay evidential ko is not needed in their introduction. There is,
in fact, no example of ko introducing folktales in the corpus and through my knowledge




Discussion: How this data relates to current models
This chapter looks at criteria that have been given in the literature to distinguish,
define, and describe different types of reported speech. The goal is that through compar-
ing the information about Jula reported speech presented in Chapter 3 with typological
criteria from the direct-indirect continuum, the models of Aikhenvald (2008), Nikitina
(2012c), and Evans (2013), and a default versus marked framework and its approach to
describing reported speech types based on functional properties, there will be two benefits:
1. It will permit scholars working with each of these models to better understand the
data.
2. It will show which aspects of the data are difficult to account for within each of
the models.
This chapter is organized in the following way. Section 4.1 summarizes the way in
which the data in Chapter 3 aligns with typological features used to distinguish direct
from indirect speech (Aikhenvald 2008, Li 1986). Section 4.2 then compares how the
Jula data relates to other models of reported speech. In 4.2.1 Jula reported speech is
compared to Aikhenvald's (2008) semi-direct category of speech, using her model as one
of many that attempt to categorize reported speech that seems to be somewhere between
direct and indirect. Subsection 4.2.2 analyzes Jula reported speech according to Nikitina's
(2012c) model for categorization based on person alignment patterns. In 4.2.3 Jula re-
ported speech is reanalyzed within Evans' (2013) canonical approach to reported speech
with its canonical direct, indirect, and biperspectival reported speech. This chapter fin-
ishes with 4.3, in which Levinsohn's (in press) discussion of the default versus marked
concept in relation to speech reporting is shown to helpfully categorize Jula reported
speech in ways that the three models of 4.2 are not able to do.
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4.1 Direct versus indirect speech
As is mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 3, Aikhenvald (2008) and Li (1986)
claim that there are several aspects of the quotation margin and the speech report that
can distinguish direct from indirect speech; these are summarized in Table 3.1
Table 3. Direct versus indirect speech
Aspect How it relates to direct and indirect speech, according to




In some languages with both direct and indirect speech, only the




Cross-linguistically, quotative particles or complementizers are used





A speech verb is often more necessary for indirect than for direct
speech. There is also often a larger variety of speech verbs that can be
used for indirect speech than direct speech (Aikhenvald 2008:413).
Pronouns in
quotations:
Often direct speech uses first and second person pronouns to refer to
the reported speaker and reported addressee respectively, whereas
indirect speech uses third person pronouns to refer to both (Li
1986:30-31, see also Aikhenvald 2008:411).
Verbs in
quotations:
The verb forms sometimes, but not always, change between direct and
indirect speech (Aikhenvald 2008:412-413).
1 There are two other aspects of quotation margins that are discussed in Aikhenvald (2008). Since they
are not applicable to Jula, they have been omitted from the list given in the body of the text. These aspects
are the following:
1. In languages with a relatively free constituent order, the order of the constituents in the quotation margin
may be different in direct versus indirect speech (Aikhenvald 2008:414). Jula has a very rigid constituent order
and this aspect is not applicable to Jula.
2. In some languages, the location of the quotation margin in relation to the quotation itself can indicate
whether the reported speech is direct or indirect (Aikhenvald 2008:413-414). Jula requires a quotation margin
at the beginning of every quotation. Quotation-medial margins are discussed in 4.1.1.
Two other aspects of the quotation itself that are discussed in the literature are outside the scope of this
study, since they relate to auditory signals and this study is based on the written version of the corpus. Because
of this, I have omitted them from the list given in the body of the text. These two aspects are the following:
1. In some languages there is a unique intonation contour for direct speech (Aikhenvald 2008:414).
2. In direct speech, the current speaker plays the role of the reported speaker, so any gestures, tone of
voice, etc. can be said to portray the feelings of the reported speaker. In indirect speech this is not the case,
so gestures, tone of voice, etc. can be expressing the current speaker's point of view (Li 1986:38).
A third aspect of the quotation itself that is omitted from the list in the body of the text, due to it not being
applicable to Jula reported speech, is that quotative or reported evidentials can be used to mark direct speech
Aikhenvald (2008:414).
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Aspect How it relates to direct and indirect speech, according to
Aikhenvald (2008) and Li (1986)
Questions and
commands:
Questions and commands can often only be expressed in direct speech




In direct speech, spatial and temporal deictics are based on the
perspective of the reported speaker; in indirect speech, they are often








Often, reported indirect speech consists of a single full clause; direct
speech can be both shorter and longer than this (Aikhenvald
2008:415).
In this section I discuss the extent to which each of these criteria is useful in catego-
rizing the difference between speech types in Jula.
4.1.1 Quotation-medial margins
Aikhenvald (2008:414-415) claims that in some languages that have both direct and
indirect speech, only the direct speech may be able to have a quotation-medial margin.
In Jula, both person alignment strategies discussed in 3.4.3 above, the first which
could be called indirect speech and the second which could be called direct speech, can
occur with quotation-medial margins. This can be seen when comparing (21) of 3.1.1
above (first strategy) with (66) of 3.5 (second strategy). This means that if the person
alignment strategies are the difference between direct and indirect speech, it would appear
as if quotation-medial margins do not follow Aikhenvald's pattern, but instead can be used
with both direct and indirect speech.
Thus, based on this criterion of Aikhenvald's, I cannot determine whether Jula re-
ported speech functions like direct speech, indirect speech, or some of each.
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4.1.2 Complementizer or quotative particle
According to scholars, indirect speech can often be introduced with a quotative parti-
cle or complementizer, whereas this is more rare in direct speech (Aikhenvald 2008:413,
Li 1986:34-36). Aikhenvald (2008) does clearly state, however, that there are exceptions
to this generalization.
As is seen in 3.2.3 above, the quotative particle ko is present in the quotation margin
of over 95% of reported speech in the Jula corpus, clearly exhibited in both alignment
types. Of those instances where it is not present in the quotation margin, both person
alignment strategies are also used.
Given the fact that a quotative particle is frequently associated with indirect speech
cross-linguistically, this criterion would make it appear as if over 95% of the reported
speech in Jula is indirect, since only in a few instances would a quotative particle not be
obligatory in the quotation margin (see 3.2.3 for a list of the instances where it does not
occur within the corpus).2
4.1.3 Verbs in quotation margins
Aikhenvald (2008:413) claims that direct speech often uses a smaller variety of speech
verbs in quotation margins than indirect speech uses and that only direct speech may occur
without any quotation margin.
In Jula, while a quotation margin is never completely absent in the corpus, the speech
verb fɔ ‘say’ can be absent with both person alignment strategies.
As far as which verbs introduce quotations with which person alignment strategy, the
most common speech verb, fɔ ‘say’, and the most common verb of reported cognition, ye
‘see’, both take quotations with either person alignment strategy. None of the other speech
verbs or verbs of reported cognition appear frequently enough in the corpus to clearly take
quotations with both person alignment strategies. There are, however, at least one other
speech verb and two other verbs of reported cognition for which the reported pronouns
follow the first strategy of person alignment (weele ‘call’, la ‘believe’, and decision ta ‘make
2 An alternate analysis would be that this criteria does not apply to languages such as Jula which use a
quotative particle with both strategies of reported speech.
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a decision’). There are also at least two other speech verbs and one other verb of reported
cognition for which the reported pronouns follow the second strategy of person alignment
(kule ‘cry out’, ɲininga ‘ask’, and miiri ‘think’).3 Thus, the verbs in Jula quotation margins
do not appear to show a distinction between anything that could be called direct or indirect
speech. The fact that, cross-linguistically, only direct speech reports can occur without a
quotation margin is not helpful in this determination either, since no Jula speech reports
can occur without a quotation margin.
4.1.4 Pronouns in quotations
While the previous three subsections compare aspects of quotation margins with typi-
cal direct or indirect speech, the next six subsections focus on the content of the quotation
itself. This discussion begins with the pronouns and person alignment strategy used in Jula
quotations, as that is often the main criterion scholars point to in determining whether
a speech report is direct or indirect. Aikhenvald (2008:411), for example, claims that
"[p]erson shift is the most prominent feature for distinguishing direct and indirect speech.
All other features can be considered concomitant to it." In fact, she makes her distinction
of direct-semidirect-indirect speech forms purely on the basis of person reference, even if
other distinctions often provided as indicators of one of the other would contradict the
form given by the person reference.
The literature claims that often direct speech uses first and second person pronouns to
refer to the reported speaker and reported addressee respectively, whereas indirect speech
uses third person pronouns for these participants (Li 1986:30-31, see also Aikhenvald
2008:411). According to this categorization, the second strategy of person alignment
presented in 3.4.3 above would correspond with direct speech and, if logophoric pronouns
are to be considered to function like 3rd person pronouns as Aikhenvald (2008) and many
other scholars claim (Culy (1997), Levinsohn (in press:107), and Dooley & Levinsohn
3 While it is not a question raised in the literature, I wondered if the person alignment strategies that
would be allowed by the different speech verbs would correlate in any way to the category of the speech
verbs (whether they take the addressee as the direct object or indirect object, for example). While the data
in the corpus does not appear to show any correlation there, more data would be needed to make a more
decisive conclusion. This would be an interesting area for future study.
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(2001:98), inter alia), the first strategy of person alignment would correspond with indirect
speech.
Semi-direct speech (which is discussed at length in 4.2.1 below) is said by Aikhenvald
(2008) to have some of the person references in a single quotation to be of the form
that would be used in direct speech and some to be of the form that would be used in
indirect speech. She treats logophoric pronouns as 3rd person pronouns in this regard
and does not equate logophoricity with semi-direct reporting strategies, instead claiming
that logophoric pronouns can be used in indirect speech reports (Aikhenvald 2008:411).
At least for speech reports that have references to the reported or current speaker
or addressee, Jula reported speech thus falls very easily into the two categories of direct
and indirect speech if the only criterion used to make that distinction is the pronouns
and person alignment, and if it is assumed that logophoric pronouns function like 3rd
person pronouns in this regard. This criterion, however, falls short of being able to cate-
gorize reported speech reports that do not have references to either the reported or current
speaker or addressee, since any distinction between the two different categories of speech
is neutralized these cases.
4.1.5 Verbs in quotations
According to the literature, the verb forms within reported speech sometimes, but not
always, change between direct and indirect speech. For example, the TAM on verbs in
direct speech is often the same as it would have been when originally spoken, whereas
in indirect speech the TAM is often back-shifted or transformed in some other way. This
is especially common in European languages (Aikhenvald 2008:412), though it occurs in
other languages as well (for the example of Gooniyandi, a Bunuban language of Australia,
see McGregor (1994:73)). There may also be a special verb form or a different use of a
verb form in indirect speech (Aikhenvald 2008:412).
As is discussed above in 3.3, the verbs in Jula reported speech always have the same
TAM as they would have had when originally spoken by the reported speaker. This is true
whether or not the pronouns change. Thus, when considering the forms of verbs within
quotations, it would appear as if all reported speech in Jula were direct speech.
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4.1.6 Commands and questions
According to the literature, commands and questions can often only be expressed in
direct speech, not indirect speech (Li 1986:37, Aikhenvald 2008:412-413). Aikhenvald
(2008:412) also claims that the imperative is likely to only be used in direct speech and
that an "alternative construction" be used for any commands in indirect speech.
As is seen in 3.4.2 above, Jula reported commands and questions can both be ex-
pressed using either person alignment strategy and the same verb forms are used no mat-
ter which person alignment strategy is used (see Section 3.3 above).4 Examples of jussives
using the two different strategies are seen in (88) for the first strategy and (58b) in Section
3.4.2 for the second strategy. Examples of questions using the two different strategies are







































‘It was he who said that if that's the case, Toad, you should go in a hole and I will
jump/fly and go up this tree.’   Six:12
Harsher imperatives and a discussion of their use in Jula reported speech is given
below in 4.2.1.
As is seen both here and above, both commands and questions can be used with
either person alignment strategy. This would make it appear as if all Jula reported speech
is direct speech.
4.1.7 Spatial and temporal deictics
The literature states that in direct speech, spatial and temporal deictics are based on
the reported speaker's perspective; in indirect speech, they are often based on the current
speaker's perspective (Aikhenvald 2008:411-412, Li 1986:34).
4 There are at least four ways to express commands in Jula, the two most common in the corpus being
the imperative and the jussive. The other two ways to express commands are outside the scope of this thesis.
While it is here argued that the jussive form of commands is used with both person alignment strategies, the
few examples of imperatives in the corpus are only used with the second strategy of person alignment; this is
discussed in more detail in 4.2.1.
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In Jula reported speech, spatial deictics function as would be expected in direct
speech; as seen in 3.6 above, they are always based on the perspective of the reported
speaker.
In the corpus there are not enough temporal deictics to draw a firm conclusion as to
which perspective they take in reported speech. The one clear-cut case of perspective in
a temporal deictic in the corpus takes the perspective of the reported speaker. This, too,
is what would be expected in direct speech.
4.1.8 Exclamations and vocatives
Scholars such as Aikhenvald claim that, in most languages, direct speech can include
vocatives and exclamations while indirect speech cannot (Aikhenvald 2008:414).
As is seen in 3.5 above, both exclamations and vocatives occur in Jula reported speech.
Exclamations can occur with both strategies of person alignment, which, if the two strate-
gies are taken as indirect and direct speech respectively, does not follow the pattern that
Aikhenvald gives for "most languages" (2008:414). In the corpus, vocatives only occur
with the second strategy of person alignment; this could correspond to direct speech and
so would be what would be expected cross-linguistically. There are only seven vocatives
in the corpus, however, so with more data it may be found that they pattern more like
Jula exclamations as well.5
4.1.9 Complexity of quotation
Aikhenvald (2008:415) claims that reported indirect speech often consists of a single
full clause whereas reported direct speech can be both more and less complex than this.
The length and complexity of Jula reported speech reports varies widely, and both
person alignment strategies are found in single-clause and more complex speech reports.
None of the speech reports shorter than a clause have pronouns that would be able to
categorize them according to person alignment strategy.
5 In the related San language, vocatives can occur with semi-direct speech (Woodham 2003:113). San
uses logophoric pronouns to refer to the reported speaker and 2nd person pronouns to refer to the reported
addressee. As is seen in 4.2.1 below, however, there is no current evidence of Jula having semi-direct speech.
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Since there is no type of reported speech report that is limited in complexity to a
single full clause, all Jula reported speech follows the pattern of direct speech in regards
to the complexity of the quotations.
4.1.10 Summary of the direct-indirect continuum as it relates to Jula
Aikhenvald (2008:415) claims that the aspects of reported speech that are discussed
in the subsections above "should allow us to unambiguously distinguish between the two
varieties of speech reports" for languages which have more than one speech report con-
struction strategy. She continues, though, by admitting that the distinction between direct
and indirect speech is not always clear-cut (Aikhenvald 2008:415). The previous several
subsections explore several aspects of Jula reported speech and how they compare to typ-
ical direct and indirect speech. This is summarized in Table 4.
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As is seen in Table 4, most aspects of Jula reported speech do not shift between two
distinct categories. If consideration was given to only five of the six last aspects in the
table, for example, an easily-defendable claim would be that all of Jula reported speech is
direct speech. Yet if only the quotative particle was considered, it would easily be claimed
that almost all reported speech in Jula is indirect. The verbs in the quotation margin and
the presence of the quotation-medial margin do not point one way or another. It is, in
fact, only the change in pronouns and the presence of vocatives that would lead to the
hypothesis that there may be both direct and indirect speech in Jula.
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Looking solely at the criteria of pronouns and vocatives, it could be claimed that in
certain environments (a question or a tight-knit conversation following that question, or a
command, prophecy, or other manner in which a reported speaker tries to get someone to
change their behavior), Jula reported speech has a distinction between direct and indirect
speech; this distinction would likely be due to a difference in prominence (see 4.3 below).
All other instances of reported speech in the corpus could be considered instances of indi-
rect speech, even if there is no reference to the reported or current speaker or addressee,
since the first strategy of person alignment can be used anywhere but the second strategy
of person alignment has a limited distribution. It would also be only when direct speech
was used that vocatives would occur, at least in this corpus.
This analysis, however, would imply that the other criteria often given to define direct
and indirect speech do not apply in the distinction between direct and indirect speech in
Jula: the speech verbs or the quotative particle in the quotation margin, the verb forms
in the quotation, any spatial and temporal deictics, commands and questions, vocatives
and exclamations, and quotation length/complexity, etc. Looking at these other criteria,
it would be argued, would only confuse someone who is trying to determine how Jula
reported speech works; instead, such a person would need to focus simply on the pronouns
in order to categorize the reported speech of Jula. This is, in fact, similar to what Lowe &
Hurlimann (2002:74) found for Cerma, a distantly related language also spoken in Burkina
Faso. There, too, they lamented, "Why must we always go to the trouble of checking
coreferentiality relationships in studying direct and indirect speech forms? Because there
is no other reliable way of determining which form we have, whether direct or indirect.
[... The only criterion] that is always reliable is the criterion of pronominal reference."
This problem of having to base the analysis on one single criterion points to another,
opposite, analysis that would also be possible if the analysis were based on the direct-
indirect model. Considering the data in Chapter 3 and the analysis throughout 4.1, it could
also be claimed, perhaps against widespread consensus but still with relatively persuasive
argumentation, that all of the reported speech in Jula is direct but that two different
person alignment strategies are possible. This analysis would have a strong basis, since
for most of the criteria commonly given to characterize direct or indirect speech, Jula
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reported speech always follows the patterns associated with direct speech. For instance,
there is no perspective shift in the TAM of the verbs or in deictics other than pronouns, and
the use of exclamations throughout Jula reported speech is prototypical of direct speech
reporting. Also, if the logophoric pronoun is understood to be distinct from a 3rd person
pronoun, neither of the person alignment strategies would point to the presence of indirect
speech.6 In that case, the only thing that would be indicative of indirect speech would be
the presence of the quotative particle. Thus, Jula reported speech, according to the data
presented in this thesis, could easily be analyzed as being completely direct, though with
two distinct person alignment strategies: one which resembles canonical direct speech
and one which would be somewhat different, depending on the analysis of logophoric
pronouns.
In summary, using the direct-indirect model one could argue that either (1) most Jula
reported speech is indirect, though direct speech can occur in a limited distribution or
(2) all Jula reported speech is direct, though there are two different person alignment
strategies that can be used in this direct speech. Using one model to come up with two
almost completely opposite analyses suggests that this model does not describe the data
fully, completely, and elegantly. Perhaps it is for this reason that more recent scholars
have been proposing other models for reported speech, three of which are discussed in
the next section.
4.2 As related to recent models
This section explores three recent models that were created to account for data not
easily categorized within the direct-indirect dichotomy: Aikhenvald's (2008) model which
includes the possibility of semi-direct speech (4.2.1); Nikitina's (2012c) model of catego-
rization based on person alignment patterns (4.2.2); and Evans' (2013) canonical approach
with direct, indirect, and biperspectival reported speech categories (4.2.3).
6 Though logophoric pronouns have traditionally been considered to fit into the category of indirect speech,
this is no longer universally accepted (see discussions in 4.2, as well as articles such as Nikitina (2020a), for
more on this). An interesting case study is the Ainu language of Japan, where the logophoric pronoun is based
off of a 1st person pronoun instead of a 3rd person pronoun (Bugaeva 2021).
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4.2.1 As related to Aikhenvald's (2008) model with semi-direct speech
In her (2008) article, "Semi-direct speech: Manambu and beyond," Aikhenvald lays
out a third type of reported speech, semi-direct, though the concept did not originate
with her. (For others who have used this three-way distinction, see Wiesemann (1984),
Dooley & Levinsohn (2001), Bugaeva (2008), and Levinsohn (in press), inter alia.) Since
Aikhenvald's was an important development in the understanding and defining of the term
cross-linguistically, though, I discuss semi-direct speech through the lens of her model.
Aikhenvald discusses two types of semi-direct speech. Her Type 1 semi-direct speech
occurs in embedded reported speech while her Type 2 semi-direct speech occurs in non-
embedded reported speech. In both types of semi-direct speech, one of the person refer-
ences (a free pronoun) is as it would be in direct speech and another (a bound pronoun)
is as it would be in indirect speech. An example of her Type 2 reported speech, from her
example 28 on her page 401, is given in (89).
(89)
Here, the reference to both the reported speaker (Aikhenvald's original speaker) and
to the current speaker are with 1st person pronouns. That is because the reference to the
reported speaker is with a free pronoun and is as it would be in direct speech, whereas the
reference to the current speaker is with a bound pronoun and is as it would be in indirect
speech.
A first glance at the Jula data would lead one to say that Aikhenvald's semi-direct
speech is not present since the pronouns used in a particular utterance of reported speech
are always from the same perspective.
There is one possibility in which semi-direct could be said to exist, though, even
though it is currently unattested in the corpus and I do not know if it would appear given
more data. As is stated above in 2.3.2, Jula verbs do not take any kind of person agreement
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and imperatives do not take a subject. Sections 3.3 and 4.1.5 claim that Jula verbs in
reported speech always retain the same TAM as they would have had when originally
spoken; they never back-shift. Sections 3.4 and 4.1.4 claim that pronouns sometimes
follow the first strategy of person alignment (indirect speech with logophoric pronouns)
and sometimes follow the second strategy of person alignment (direct speech).
When taken together, this means that it may be possible for semi-direct speech to
occur in Jula reported speech. This would start with an imperative, since the presence of
an imperative implies a 2nd person subject, though the subject is never explicit. Then,
if the speaker chose to use the first strategy for person alignment, that of indirect speech
with logophoric pronouns, a 3rd person subject would automatically be added to the im-
perative to refer to the reported addressee. Since verb tenses never change in reported
speech, however, the imperative would remain. Thus, there is the possibility of having a
2nd person imperative with a 3rd person subject, which would fit the pattern of Aikhen-
vald's semi-direct speech. More data would be needed, however, to discover if this is
ever attested. Even if it is attested, it does not bring clarity to the Jula reported speech
categorization question that already exists.
4.2.2 As related to Nikitina's (2012c) model of categorization based on person
alignment patterns
Nikitina (2012c) has observed that the direct-indirect, or even direct-semidirect-indirect
model of reported speech categorization works well for modern European languages but
does not fit with the person alignment strategies of certain other languages of the world,
including certain languages of Papua New Guinea and West Africa. In order to system-
atically describe these languages, and as a tool to be able to analyze and compare them
systematically, she clearly charts the correspondence, or alignment, between pronouns
and the persons they refer to in reported speech in different languages. This leads to
helpful figures such as Figure 2 from 3.4.3 above, reproduced here as Figure 3, which is
modeled after the figures in her article.
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Figure 3. Jula person alignment strategies - 4.2.2
As seen above in 3.4.3, Figure 3 shows the two different strategies of person align-
ment possible in Jula. Such clear mapping of pronouns to persons in reported speech
helps clarify and categorize reported speech, even if the categorization does not fit in any
previously-proposed models. Since each language has the possibility of mapping persons
onto pronouns in a slightly different way, Nikitna's person alignment allows for a clearer
and more precise picture of the intricacies of the individual languages being studied.
A corollary of this benefit of Nikitina's approach is that it allows for a more pre-
cise description and understanding of logophoric pronouns. In several other models they
are bundled together with 3rd person pronouns (see Culy (1997), Dooley & Levinsohn
(2001), and Levinsohn (in press), inter alia) even though it is acknowledged that there is a
distinction between logophoric pronouns and 3rd person pronouns (see Clements (1975),
Schlenker (2003a), and Nikitina (2020a), inter alia). Clements (1975:174) is especially
explicit about this, stating that logophoric pronouns are neither first nor third person pro-
nouns, but instead have characteristics of both of these. Nikitina's approach deals with
logophoric pronouns more cleanly since she is able to make precise distinctions between
references to different participants. She shows that "African logophoric clauses usually
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do not fit into the direct versus indirect dichotomy, displaying a number of features typi-
cal of direct speech, as well as a puzzling mixed combination of person values" (Nikitina
2012c:242). This is true in my Jula data, which according to Table 4 in 4.1.10 above, acts
like direct speech in most ways other than person alignment.
Another benefit of Nikitina's model is that it functions independently of many of the
parameters usually associated with the direct-indirect speech distinction in modern Euro-
pean languages. In fact, she claims that certain languages have a rigid person alignment
pattern to specify "which discourse roles can be mapped to which person values, and nor-
mally [these languages do] not involve shifts in any deictic category other than person"
(Nikitina 2012c:240).7 The data above shows that Jula would belong to such a set of
languages.
According to Nikitina's model, Jula would not fit a direct-indirect distinction for two
reasons: (1) because the logophoric pronoun is out of place in pure indirect speech, and (2)
because so many of the other deictic factors never change between what would be called
direct and what would be called indirect speech. Her quote below explains her position
clearly (Nikitina 2012c:248):
Logophoric languages of this type rarely pose obvious problems to the direct
versus indirect distinction, and their logophoric clauses are typically treated as
indirect discourse (for formal treatments, see, e.g., Schlenker 2003, Anand 2006,
Oshima 2011). It is important to note, however, that in some such languages per-
son values are the only feature that logophoric clauses share with indirect speech
in European languages. Other deictic values (the interpretation of temporal ad-
verbs, spatial deictics, etc.) are often determined with respect to the reported
speech-event, not the current one; logophoric clauses may include vocatives and
interjections, as well as represent questions and commands as in direct discourse,
i.e., with regular interrogatives and imperatives (for an example, see Perrin 1974:
31–33 on Mambila).
Though Nikitina's approach describes certain aspects of Jula reported speech more
cleanly and precisely than the other approaches addressed thus far, it does not address
quite all of the data in the corpus. This is likely due to the fact that the model she presents
7 Nikitina further claims that this type of partial deictic shift violates the implicational hierarchy proposed
by Plank (1986), though evaluating this claim was beyond the scope of this thesis.
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in Nikitina (2012c) is admittedly simplified in order to convey her main points; in this
article she only briefly mentions the fact that a single language can have more than one
person alignment strategy. This means that in this article she does not discuss in depth the
challenges of categorizing reported speech within a single language that has more than
one person alignment strategy, and so she does not provide a category for the reported
speech that only uses 3rd person pronouns to refer to participants who are neither the
reported nor the current speaker or addressee, since in that case the distinction between
the two strategies is neutralized. Her updated proposed model in Nikitina (2020a), which
is discussed briefly in Chapter 5 below, begins to address this issue in muchmore depth and
attempts to offer a solution through a discussion of the role of the narrator. I look forward
to her fleshing out her new model in more detail, including how it works practically in
a given language, since there is great hope that it may be better able to describe and
categorize the Jula data.
4.2.3 As related to Evans' (2013) canonical approach with canonical direct, in-
direct, and biperspectival reported speech
In his 2013 chapter, "Some problems in the typology of quotation: A canonical ap-
proach," Evans postulates three canonical approaches to reported speech: canonical direct
speech, canonical indirect speech, and canonical biperspectival speech. His goal in doing
so was to give typologists specific markers from which the specifics of the systems of dif-
ferent languages could be more easily and clearly explained. Evans, unlike scholars such
as Li (1986) and Aikhenvald (2008), focuses solely on deictic values that can shift to take
the perspective of the reported speaker (canonical direct speech), the perspective of the
current speaker (canonical indirect speech), or the perspective of both at the same time
(canonical biperspectival speech).
Evans (2013:95) calls for the charting of the behavior of a larger sample of languages
than he was able to analyse in his article, so the data in this section is organized according
to different dimensions that he proposed in his article: person (4.2.3.1), tense (4.2.3.2),
and location (4.2.3.3). Jula does not use honorifics and I do not have data on mood or
evaluation, so those are not included in this overview.
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4.2.3.1 Person
In Jula reported speech there are aspects of the person dimension that function ac-
cording to all three canonical approaches proposed by Evans (2013): canonical direct
speech, canonical indirect speech, and canonical biperspectival speech.
As is seen above in 3.4, often the person dimension of Jula reported speech uses the
first strategy of person alignment. In this strategy, Jula person alignment functions accord-
ing to canonical indirect speech for all persons except the reported speaker. Since Evans
considers logophoric pronouns to be taking the perspective of the reported speaker and
current speaker at the same time, the references to the reported speaker in this strategy,
through the use of the logophoric pronoun, function according to canonical biperspectival
speech.8
Even though this is the main way that person is referred to in Jula reported speech,
there is another strategy that is used as well: the second strategy of person alignment
from Figure 2 in 3.4.3 above. This strategy cannot be used in 1st person narratives. In
this strategy, the reference to all participants is with canonical direct speech: they are
referred to as the reported speaker would have originally referred to them.
In summary, according to the approach of Evans (2013), there are two different strate-
gies that Jula reported speech can use for person marking:
1. Canonical biperspectival speech: reported speaker;
Canonical indirect speech: all other participants.
2. Canonical direct speech: all participants.
4.2.3.2 Tense
Jula tense in reported speech fits easily into the canonical model of Evans (2013): in
every instance of reported speech in the corpus, the tense is in line with Evans' canonical
direct speech dimension. This means that the tense always remains the same as it would
have been when the reported speaker uttered it. This was described in more detail in 3.3
above.
8 The current addressee never occurs as a participant in the corpus, so further study would be necessary to
understand how references to her would function in reported speech in Jula.
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4.2.3.3 Location
Like tense, Jula location in reported speech also fits easily into the canonical model of
Evans (2013) since all of the spatial deictics used within reported speech in the corpus have
the reported speaker as their deictic center. This is seen in the examples and description
in 3.6 above.
Comparing the information in these last three subsections, it can be seen that Jula
reported speech compares in the following ways with the canonical approach proposed
by Evans (2013):
Table 5. Jula reported speech as it relates to Evans' (2013) canonical model
Dimension Canonical Approach
Pronouns Biperspectival (reported speaker) and Indirect (other participants) or Direct
Tense Direct
Location Direct
While Evans' model classifies Jula reported speech cleanly and elegantly, it only does
so for those instances of reported speech in which there is at least one marker of a "de-
ictically sensitive dimension" (Evans 2013:88). Reported speech events in which there
is no reference to the reported or current speaker or addressee and in which there is no
indication of tense or location still cannot be classified using Evans' model. While these
cases are relatively rare, they do exist and cause a challenge to Evans' model. Two of these






















‘They said, "Eh!" (saying) "that's true."’   Joseph:13
There are no pronouns, verbs, or location words in (90). In (91) there are no pronouns
or location words and the copula lo cannot take any tense markers (though it can take the
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perfective aspect marker tun). It is thus impossible to chart either (90) or (91) according
to Evans' deictic dimensions, since neither of them include deictic markers.
Now that three different models of reported speech have been examined and all have
been found to be lacking in some regard, a different framework is discussed in 4.3 that
can be used to better help categorize Jula reported speech.
4.3 Default versus marked - another way of looking at the same data
Levinsohn (in press:4-5) is among scholars who discuss the ideas of default versus
marked phenomena as applied to pragmatics and based on the work of Prague School
linguists such as Roman Jakobson (1972). Though this is not another model of reported
speech per se, this concept can be used to help address and solve the quandaries of 4.1 and
4.2. In this framework, Levinsohn claims that there is both a default and a marked form
on many different levels of language and that only the marked form needs to be explained
since the default can be assumed to occur in all other places.
Looking at the Jula data, if the first strategy of person alignment is taken as default,
the data fall neatly into two categories, namely a default and a marked category. Using
these pragmatic categories, the default way of reporting speech in Jula is with 3rd person
and logophoric pronouns. The other aspects of Jula reported speech that never change are
also part of the default reporting strategy: the presence of the quotative particle; the ability
to have commands and questions as well as a variety of complexities of quotations; and
the characteristics of verbs, spatial and temporal deictics, and vocatives and exclamations
that are mentioned above.
In addition to this default strategy of reporting speech in Jula, there is also a marked
strategy. This uses the second strategy of person alignment, that which can be compared to
canonical direct speech; in all other ways it is identical to the default method of reporting
speech. This marked form is used for pragmatic effect and highlighting certain speeches
in a discourse, which would explain why it is only allowed in questions and following
tight-knit conversations and in commands, requests, and prophecy.
The benefits of this pragmatic default versus marked concept in the study of Jula
reported speech are numerous. One benefit is that it avoids equating the marked manner
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of reporting speech in Jula, which looks exactly like direct speech, with the default manner
of reporting speech in a language such as English, namely direct speech. By taking the
pragmatic categories default and marked as a first distinction, and then describing what
those forms look like, this framework can not only explain what can be done in Jula but
also why a certain form may be used.
It can also draw similarities between reporting strategies in different languages, such
as English and Jula, which would not look similar superficially but which serve similar
purposes. For example, the oral English highlighting strategies of using different voices
for different characters or sections of directly reported dialogue without quote margins
may now be compared with the Jula highlighting strategy of using the second strategy of
person alignment. Also, the backgrounding effect of reporting speech indirectly in English
can be compared with the backgrounding effect of reducing the quotation margin to the
bare quotative particle; again, these two strategies do not look alike but still they perform
similar pragmatic functions.
The last benefit of this framework to be discussed in this thesis is also important.
Thus far, none of the models or approaches to reported speech have been able to clearly

















‘So, they [said] that the old man sent this child [on an errand].’   Sorcerer:40
By saying, however, that the presence of the second strategy of person alignment is the
indication of markedness in Jula reported speech, it implies that any utterance of reported
speech that does not use this strategy of person alignment is following the default report-
ing strategy. Thus, utterances such as that in (92) are examples of the default reporting
strategy as clearly as utterances with logophoric pronouns.
As can be seen, this concept of default versus marked can create a useful distinction in
Jula reported speech types even though it was not created as a model for reported speech.
Hopefully reported speech models of the near future will be strengthened by incorporating
these pragmatic concepts, and by doing so they will be better able to account for otherwise




This thesis describes Jula reported speech, including several interesting phenomena.
These include the claims that the quotation margin can be greatly reduced but is never
completely absent; different speech verbs have different argument structures, some of
which use a pronominal cataphor in the direct object position to refer to the reported
discourse; two different person alignment strategies are used in Jula; and no other deictic
values undergo a shift in reported speech.
The direct-indirect dichotomy was proposed to cover all instances of reported speech,
meaning that if a language is said to have both direct speech and indirect speech, any in-
stance of reported speech would be able to be categorized into one of these two categories.
This thesis shows, however, that Jula reported speech does not fit well in this model, due
to a large extent to incomplete deictic shift between reporting strategies; this is in line with
cases from other languages where the inadequacy of the direct-indirect model to account
for the data has led to proposals for new models of reported speech.
It is true that if the Jula pronouns are the only aspect of reported speech that is
considered, and the logophoric pronoun is treated as a simple 3rd person pronoun, the
direct-indirect model fits the data well. It is also true that if less focus is placed on the
pronouns, and instead focus is placed on other criteria commonly given to distinguish
direct speech from indirect speech, it could be said that all Jula reported speech is direct
though there are two different person alignment strategies that can be used within that
direct speech. Trying to look at Jula reported speech holistically, however, does not allow
for an unequivocal analysis.
The search for a better model of reported speech perhaps began by conundrums
such as these. Aikhenvald (2008), Nikitina (2012c), and Evans (2013) each take steps
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to solve this dilemma of reported speech classification; Aikhenvald through the creation
of a new category (Aikhenvald's (2008) semi-direct speech); Nikitina through the creation
of a whole new set of categories (Nikitina's (2012c) model for categorization based on
person alignment patterns); and Evans through the creation of a new category in the
canonical approach (Evans' (2013) canonical direct, canonical indirect, and canonical biper-
spectival speech). Even with these theoretical innovations, there are still aspects of the
Jula data that these models cannot provide an account for as none of them are able to
classify such seemingly simple utterances of Jula reported speech as (92) from 4.3 above
(for Aikhenvald and Nikitina) or (91) from 4.2.3.3 (for any of the three models).
The inability of these three models to account for the reported speech in an utterance
such as (91) or (92) is due to the facts that (1) they do not include, depending on the
terminology one wants to use, indexicals, references to reported or current speaker or
addressee, or deictic values that can shift to take the perspective of the reported or current
speaker; and (2) the aspects of reported speech that are supposed to be able to categorize
these problematic utterances according to the traditional direct-indirect model do not
work to categorize Jula reported speech.
One important question, whatever model of categorization is used to describe differ-
ent forms within the same language, is why different forms are used in different contexts,
and answering this question is a strength of the default versus marked framework intro-
duced in 4.3. It also gives a solution to problematic utterances such as those in (91) and
(92) by claiming that all reported speech follows the default manner of reporting speech,
that which uses the first strategy of person alignment, unless the marked version is clearly
present.
Another good solution may be provided in the very recent Nikitina (2020a). In this
article, she critiques both Nikitina (2012c) and Evans (2013), as well as Schlenker (2003a
& 2003b), whose theory is beyond the scope of this thesis. At the end of her article,
Nikitina (2020a) proposes that considering the reported and current speaker and addressee
is perhaps insufficient and that another category, that of the narrator, should be considered
as well. Her claim is that this category of narrator could clear up several questions related
to person alignment and the use of logophoric pronouns since at any given point in a
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narrative, the narrator could either be telling the story through the eyes of the current
speaker or stepping into the story and speaking through the mouth of a reported speaker.
Though this model looks promising, a more in-depth description of how this could work
practically in a given language would be needed before it could be confidently claimed
that it represents the Jula data well.
In summary, this thesis shows that Levinsohn's (in press) application of the default
versus marked concept (Jakobson 1972) is a framework that can be used to categorize
Jula reported speech, even if both traditional and more recent models fail to accurately
capture the unique complexity and yet simplicity of Jula reported speech. I hope that
through this exploration into different models of reported speech, together with the in-
depth description of Jula reported speech, this thesis will serve as a springboard to the
expansion of this framework or the modification of other models that will become better
able to categorize and describe reported speech in languages such as Jula.
5.1 Questions for further research
Throughout the research for this thesis I came across many areas for fruitful further
research, of which I only mention a few here.
While the nine texts in the corpus provide quite a few examples of reported speech in
Jula, there are still outstanding questions due to limited data and speaker idiosyncrasies;
these could hopefully be answered more definitely with a larger corpus. More data may
help to resolve the questions of why there are rare instances of 3rd person pronouns being
used where logophoric pronouns are expected and whether the plural focus pronoun may
actually be used as a logophoric pronoun in reported speech. If the latter were true, expla-
nations would be needed for what would then be exceptions to this rule. Other questions
that may be resolved with more data include whether there is a difference between the
retelling of real-life events and folktales in either the preferred person alignment strategy
or quotation margin complexity; whether the quotative particle ko would be better con-
sidered some type of predicate or defective verb when the speech verb is absent;1 and how
1 Nikitina (2020b:1) claims that gé is a defective verb in Wan, a related Mande language. It has "no past
tense form, cannot be negated, [and] cannot appear in non-finite contexts."
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current addressees are handled in Jula reported speech, given that there are no references
to the current addressee in the corpus used for this thesis. Another question of interest is
whether the lack of vocatives in speech reports using the first strategy of person alignment
is due to a limitation of this data set or is actually perceived as ungrammatical.
There are other areas in which research could be taken far beyond the scope of this
thesis, including studies into the language attitudes toward the socio-linguistic correctness
of fɔ ko versus ko without the speech verb fɔ, as well as into any differences in reported
speech between the different dialects of Jula.
There is much more to be described in the reported speech of Jula and there are also
many other recent models of reported speech that could be considered. May this thesis be
used as a stepping stone to better understanding and categorization of reported speech in
































































































































































































































































‘They called her the Virgin Mary because he hadn't ever slept with a guy, she hadn't






























































































‘The angel came and said to Mary that Mary will become pregnant and give birth to a






















































































































































‘The angel said to Mary that was the Holy Spirit who would descend on her, and that's






























































‘Mary got pregnant; as soon as her fiancé Joseph found out about it, he wanted to























































‘He made the decision to break up with her because he thought that she had become












































































































‘(The angel said) that it was God who decided that Mary would give birth to this child

























































































‘Her stomach just kept getting bigger and bigger (more literally: This stomach is just


















































‘Now, at a certain time, the king of Rome, Caesar, he said that everyone should go and
















































‘So Joseph took his fiancée in order that they go to write their names (i.e. register in

































































































































































































































‘A certain angel went and said to these shepherds that a certain baby was born in their





























































































































































































































































































































































































‘My mother keeps telling us that when they were young, that an old woman, a certain





























































































































































‘But everyone trusted this old woman so much that if the women wanted to go to the








































































































‘People didn't know what was happening people didn't know what was happening. (lit.



























































































‘Children kept dying, but no one considered her (i.e. considered her to be a possibility






















































‘Really, if people came and left their children at this old woman's house, she called her
































































‘If they chose this one, they change themselves into a certain thing, such as a lion or a















































































































‘If they took this particular child's spirit, the type of meat that they want to change it
into to eat, if it's chicken that they want to make it into, they change it to make it


































































































































































































































































‘When this old man wanted to test them, they came and chose this child now - they























































































































‘This old man took this child and went and put this child inside his own house, and



















































































‘The old woman said to them that this old man called this child, that he wants to send































































































































‘She believed in herself so much, that she is a sorcerer, she flew/jumped up and made
herself into a bird like this, and went and entered this old man's house, and kept



























































































‘The old man also saw that a bird came; it is flying, it is flying in the air (literally: it is
flying above), it is searching for this child, and yet this old man had laid this child













































































































































































































































































































‘The old man cut this bird's throat, put on a fire, and burned this bird, going as far as







































































































































































‘Oh yes, she ran and went to another old woman's house, and went and asked her
fellow old lady, "If you turned yourself into a bird and went as far as going into
































































‘And so her fellow old woman told her that if they took you and already cut your



















































































































































































































































‘The women who would entrust their children to her, if they heard that this old woman
109












































































































































































































































































































































‘That's why these fellow sorcerers of hers went and got a certain thing and came and



























































































































































































































































































‘on the days that we cooked corn mush, it's at noon that I would put the pot on the fire



































































































‘He went, put it on the table, passed through, went and stayed in the bedroom, and




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































‘That day, everyone whose telephone number I had had while I didn't have a

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































‘Moses ran of his own accord and went all the way to some other place to go and stay


























































































































‘Above this bush, a fire is burning, but below it, the fire didn't catch the tree; but the































































‘When he got up in order to get closer to see this miracle/surprising thing, God called












































































‘He said: You shouldn’t get closer to this place with sandals on your feet, because this







































































































































‘Hej should go take hisi people out of that place, the country of Egypt, and come with
































































































































‘Godi was sending himj to Pharaohk, that hej should go tell Pharaohk that hek has to let







































































































‘(Godi said) that however, he’si going to add hisj older brother on top (God’s going to












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































‘Him and his younger brother, Benjamin, it was them who were of the same mother







































































































‘Since Joseph's mother was really loved by their father, these two children were also



































































































































‘The other older brothers, they now had a worthless idea and said to each other, "Ah!
Since this here child is really loved by our father like this, why don't we kill him and
get him out of here? Then we won't be hassled with this anymore (idiom; literally,






























































































































































‘They ganged up on him, took him, and threw him into this empty well and left him


























































































‘Now, before a few days had passed, a certain soldier came from the country of Egypt,





















































































‘It was Joseph's older brothers who now had the thought, "Eh!" (thinking that) "Can...,"








































‘(Thinking that,) "Before we leave him inside this empty well, let's take him out and








































































‘They went and took him out now and went and sold him to Potiphar and got some




















































































































































‘Potiphar took him and placed him at the head of his place now, and released
everything in his courtyard into his care, with the only restriction being that he


















































































































































‘Joseph refused, saying that as for him, he was able to touch everything in this
courtyard, (saying that) but this woman, they didn't allow him (literally, they didn't







































































‘They grabbed hold of each other and wrestled, tita tita tita, and right then Joseph was




















































































































‘As soon as Potiphar came back, well, his wife/the woman took out this shirt and





























































































































































































‘Him also, he became upset/discouraged (literally, his heart broke down) because he
had put this confidence in Joseph and came and saw that Joseph's shirt was to be






















































































‘Joseph went to prison in that way; it wasn't because of anything he did that he went

















































































































































‘A certain time arrived now, in Pharaoh's courtyard, two workers, they also did







































































































































































































‘Since they kept talking to each other about it, Josephi told them that God had given

























































































































































‘Joseph told him, "The meaning of your dream is that in less than three days, Pharaoh




























































































‘He told him the meaning of his (dream), saying, "Before three days have passed, the






























































































































‘Joseph told him that if he arrived there, that he shouldn't forget him, that he should



















































































‘As soon as he got out, he went outside and rejoiced in what he received, promptly




















































































































































‘So this man remembered now and he said, "Ahh..." that a certain man is in prison, his































































































































































































































































































































































‘So Joseph told him, "You need to build big granaries and buy and keep grain from

































































































































































































































‘People from all the other countries kept coming and buying grain from Pharaoh; it



























































































































‘They also decided that the place that everyone else was going to buy grain, that they






















‘They got together now (literally, they also carried on their heads now) and went and
























































‘When they arrived, Joseph saw them and knew them, but they didn't know Joseph




































































































































‘Joseph sold them their grain, then continued by saying, "The people that you are, if
you say that you're coming next time, if you don't come with your younger sibling
138
Benjamin, even if you have money in your hands, I will not give you grain; Benjamin



































































































































































































































































































































‘Judah said to his father that if that's the case, if his father is hesitating about them, he
should allow Benjamin to come with them (literally, to follow them), but he (Judah)
















































‘If something happened to Benjamin along the way, if they returned and came home,




































‘(He said) that anyway, he will watch over Benjamin, going from their departure all











































































‘So, since Judah said that with a good heart, his father agreed to send Benjamin with




































































































































































































































































































































































‘With the water glass missing, they said that truly, the people who just left, they must















































































































































































































‘And so Judahi approached Josephj and told Josephj that if that's the case, Josephj

















































































































































































































































‘They were afraid; in response he reassured them, saying that he won't do anything to





























































‘Because of the bad thing they did to him, God took it and changed it and made it into






















































































































































‘(He said) that they should go get their father and come back with him, then they'll live





































































































‘So before they keep going back and forth, and keep buying grain and going home with
it, he said that their father should come, they'll all get together and live together

































































































































































































































































































































‘Our hearts were not happy; we imposed our will, saying that they should please leave










































































































































‘We got together (literally, we carried each other on our heads) and went to Yu's


















































































‘Though at first she couldn't see, before we treated her she couldn't see, but as we came




















































































































‘We got together again (literally, we carried each other on our heads again) and went




























































































































‘Her mom was able to go back again with her; they said that there was no solution




































































































































































































‘This bump swelled up and came out of the side of her forehead, so we went with her






























































































































































‘(Saying that) when she was two years old, the sickness grabbed hold of her; it
continued while she was three and even until she was four; well, the sickness wasn't















































































































































































































































‘He said, "So, it's not a reason" ... so, all the time, he tells his students that it's not












































































‘So now, when God wanted to test him, He sent his own son to come to him and come























































































































































































































































‘So, from that day on, there you have it! He knew that it was he was leading the other























































































































































































































































































































































































‘Hei said to Rabbitj now, that since theyi&j are going, theyi&j are not yet arriving, hei will,























































































































































‘The sky got dark and found them in a place where they were no longer able to run and































































































‘"If we climb a tree, if there gets to be a lot of water on the ground, if we come down to
































































































‘(He said), "Then, if we went into this hole, if the rain came, even if water filled up this























































‘It was he who said that if that's the case, Toad, you should go in a hole and I will
















































‘That's what they stayed with - even tomorrow morning, if rain comes, Chicken runs





































‘Toad also, if the sky gets dark, it is he who looks for a certain hole, and it is he who



































































































































































































































































































‘Toad said, "If that's the case, don't underestimate me (idiom); before we hit each other
























































































































































‘Now Chicken came down; Scorpion said that he gets the first hit, Toad said that he





































































































































































































































‘He said, "Good; now, since mine, Scorpion's, are completed, Toad, you turn around too









































































































































































































‘That's why, even tomorrow morning, Toad will be crying, "Wɔɔrɔ, wɔɔrɔ, wɔɔrɔ (six,










































‘Scorpion's hit that really hurt him, so much so that he jumped and landed in the




























































































































































































































































































































































































































‘The place in which I took my folktale, I left it here (formulaic ending).’
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